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Abstract 
The mobile telecommunications market is currently under pressure: the growth of 
traditional mobile services is declining and the market is becoming increasingly 
competitive. In order to assure future revenue growth and to stay competitive, Vodafone 
Libertel N.V. has to explore new growth opportunities to do business in. However, when 
exploring and innovating radically, the traditional revenue generators cannot be 
neglected. Balancing exploitative (incremental) and explorative (radical) innovation is 
defined as being ambidextrous . This research focuses on improving the level of learning 
orientation at Vodafone for driving exploitative as well as explorative innovations. 
Practical suggestions are given to improve Vodafone's learning orientation and its 
ambidextrous context. 
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group of people made this an unforgettable experience and I will often think back to this 
period. 
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Ill Executive summary 
This study has been executed for Vodafone Libertel N.V. Vodafone is one of 
Netherlands' largest mobile telecommunication companies and is part of the worldwide 
Vodafone Group: the world's largest mobile telecommunication company with more than 
250 million proportionate customers in five continents, equity interests in 25 countries 
and Partner Networks in a further 39 countries. 

Several factors characterize the present mobile telecommunications market. First of all, 
the market is saturating due to immense competition, little differentiation possibilities and 
heavy regulations from governmental institutes. Second, competition from new 
technologies is emerging, for example WiFi and WiMAX. To anticipate on the changing 
telecommunication market, the main challenge for Vodafone is to look for new revenue 
generating opportunities. 

The exploration of new opportunities for revenue generation is important, although 
cannot be at the cost of the exploitation of traditional products and services. Exploration 
and exploitation need to be balanced in order to remain competitive in the short term and 
in the long term. Balancing exploitative (incremental) and explorative (radical) 
innovation is defined as being ambidextrous. 

A high degree of tension exists between exploration and exploitation in many ways: 
standardization vs. flexibility, control vs. changes and an internal focus vs. an external 
focus. Taking all factors into account, an organization can create an ambidextrous 
context, which drives exploitative as well explorative improvements. The literature 
argues that ambidexterity enhances firm performance and competitiveness. 

A great number of factors influence the innovativeness of an organization. This thesis 
concentrates on organizational learning as drivers for incremental and radical changes. 
Two other concepts, market orientation and learning orientation, are identified as a driver 
for organizational learning. 

From the research on these topics, a framework for analyzing ambidextrous organisations 
is created, focusing on organizational learning as a key input of ambidexterity. Adaptive 
(exploitative) learning and generative ( explorative) learning are individual drivers for 
respectively exploitative and explorative innovation. Accordingly, market orientation and 
learning orientation are a driver for the two mentioned types of organizational learning. 
The ambidextrous framework illustrates the links between the theories. 

This ambidextrous framework is used for auditing the current innovative status at 
Vodafone. Also the drivers that improve and barriers that oppose innovation are 
evaluated. The present level of market orientation and learning orientation are assessed 
using questionnaires and interviews with managers which reflect their opinions of 
innovation and organizational learning at Vodafone. Interviews with managers from other 
ICT and telecommunication companies are held, in order to compare the findings with 
other companies in similar business environments. 
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The results from the research are as follows: the level of exploitative innovation is 
perceived as high; the level of explorative innovation is perceived as average. The degree 
of market orientation is low; the level of learning orientation at Vodafone is average. 

Several barriers are observed which oppose exploitative as well as explorative 
innovation. To increase learning and market orientation improvements are necessary. The 
literature identifies three types of barriers which oppose market and learning orientation: 
belief barriers, information barriers and behavioral barriers. Suggestions for improvement 
are designed and discussed for each barrier of innovation. The final designs for 
improvements are implemented at Vodafone. 

Suggested improvements for decreasing Vodafone's belief barriers were designed 
according to the theory of scenario planning. A scenario planning procedure was 
executed on the topic: Mobilizing the Internet. Scenario planning lets stakeholders think 
about alternative future scenarios instead of one forecasted future. Several mental models 
are developed which do not constrain people's thoughts as a single belief. 

Decreasing the information barriers is suggested by focussing more on open innovation. 
Open innovation is a concept which is build on the distribution of knowledge: licensing 
knowledge, processes and ideas from other companies; and, on the other side, taking 
outside knowledge, inventions and ideas which are not being used in the organization. 
Being more 'open innovative' can be reached by out and in -sourcing, joint ventures, 
spin-offs and licenses among others. 

Decreasing behavioral barriers is executed by (confidential) 

Concluding, exploiting traditional processes is just as important as exploring new 
opportunities to make profit. However, most attention is going out to the former actions; 
the exploration of new markets and growth opportunities is below the desired level. This 
research gives insight in the links between organizational learning, innovation and 
ambidexterity. Suggestions and recommendations are designed and executed at 
Vodafone. 
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1. Introduction to Vodafone 
The first chapter gives an overview of Vodafone, its products and services and its 
environment. Paragraph 1.1 introduces Vodafone Group, after which its subsidiary 
Vodafone Libertel N.V. is introduced in paragraph 1.2. The general telecommunication 
environment is shortly elaborated in paragraph 1.3. Paragraph 1.4 explains the products 
and services Vodafone is offering to its customers. Paragraph 1.5 introduces the 
marketing strategy which Vodafone is following. Finally, in paragraph 1.6, the 
technology behind the products and services is explained. 

1. 1 Vodafone Group pie 
Vodafone is the world's second largest mobile network group with over 250 million 
proportionate customers 1 in 25 countries across five continents and partner networks2 in a 
further 39 countries (Vodafone 2008a, Vodafone 2008b ). 

Racal Telecom, a division of Racal Electronics pie, won a tender to build and run the 
second U.K. cellular telephone network in the early eighties. The network was launched 
as Racal Vodafone at the start of the year 1985. The name Vodafone is an abbreviation of 
the words voice, data and phone, chosen by the company to reflect the provisioning of 
voice and data services via mobile phones (Vodafone 2008a). 

By the early nineties Vodafone, currently known as Vodafone Group pie, started taking 
shares in and taking over other telecom operators all over the world. Vodafone entered 
the Dutch market by taking shares in Libertel N.V. More information about Vodafone 
Group can be found in Appendix 2. 

1.2 Vodafone Libertel N. V. 
Libertel was launched in 1995 as the first mobile competitor of KPN, former PTT 
Telecom. Vodafone Group has been the largest shareholder of Libertel N.V. ever since it 
was listed on the stock market in 1999 and has been increasing its share in Libertel from 
that moment on. In January 2002 the brand name Libertel was officially changed into 
Vodafone. However it was not until the end of 2006 that Vodafone Group obtained 100% 
of the shares of Vodafone Libertel N.V. 

Vodafone, based in Maastricht, has more than 3000 passionate and enthusiastic 
employees. Red, Rock Solid and Restless are the pillars of the internal culture of 
Vodafone, reflecting passion, reliability and ever challenging. Vodafone services 

1 The number of ' proportionate customers' is counted as follows: If Vodafone Group has an X percentage 
stake in mobile telecommunication company Y, then X percent of the number of customers of company Yis 
allocated to Vodafone' s customer base. 
2 Partner networks are networks in which Vodafone Group has no equity stake. 
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consumers as well as enterprises. Three distribution channels serve these customers: (1) 
independent retailers, (2) Vodafone stores and (3) online shop. 

More detailed information about Vodafone Libertel N.V. is depicted in Appendix 3. 
From now this thesis refers to Vodafone Libertel N.V. except when explicitly stated 
otherwise. 

1.3 Dutch telecommunication market 

Mobile communication market 
After some consolidations in recent years three main players (MNOs3

) are dominating the 
Dutch mobile communication market: KPN, Vodafone and T-mobile ordered on number 
of customers in the Dutch market. The three MN Os are using several brands, for example 
KPN (e.g. Hi, Telfort) and T-mobile (Orange). However, dozens of other parties 
(MVNOs4

) have their own brands, for example Debitel, Intercity Mobile, Lebara and AH 
Mobiel. Therefore the Dutch telecommunication market is highly competitive. 

Convergence of the communication markets 
In order to explain the telecommunication market, this thesis separates this market into 
four categories: fixed & mobile and voice & data communication. The four categories 
that follow are: 

1. Fixed voice communication, e.g. via PSTN5
; 

2. Mobile voice communication, e.g. via GSM; 
3. Fixed data communication, e.g. Internet; 
4. Mobile Data communication, e.g. MMS6 and mobile ring tones. 

These four categories of communication markets are converging more and more. Internet 
is going mobile and voice communication is possible via the Internet (e.g. Skype). Also, 
players in these until recently separated markets are entering other segments. For 
example, Vodafone entered the ADSL market and other companies are offering bundled 
telecommunication packages. 

3 MNOs, Mobile Network Operators, are owner of the licensed frequency spectrum and corresponding 
network infrastructure. 
4 MVNOs, Mobile Vi1tual Network Operators, are companies which do not own licenses and 
corresponding networks. They resell telecommunication services with their brand through the network of 
anMNO. 
5 The PSTN, Public Switched Telephone Network, is traditionally connected via copper wires. 
6 MMS, Multimedia Message Service, exist of messages consisting sound, text, pictures, video or a 
combination of those. · 
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1.4 Vodafone product portfolio 
In accordance with the convergence of the communication markets, Vodafone is not 
offering only traditional mobile services anymore. A short list of propositions offered by 
Vodafone: 

• Mobile voice services, SMS and MMS; 
• Mobile Internet, including mobile e-mail and a mobile portal; 
• Mobile content, services and applications; 
• Mobile laptop propositions; and 
• Fixed Internet. 

Mobile handsets are mostly re-sold by mobile providers under their original brand name, 
with subsidiaries. However, some types are exclusively sold by Vodafone in The 
Netherlands. 

1.5 Marketing strategy 
Current market strategy can be categorized with the use of the model of Porter (1980), 
which identifies four types of strategies that a firm can pursue. The framework is shown 
in figure 1. 

Figure 1. 

Broad 
Target 

Narrow 
Tatget COst 

Differentiation 

Differentiation, 
, · Focils 

Differentiation 

Competitive Advantage 

Porter 's ( l 980) generic strategies 

The left two quadrants of Porter's (1980) framework focus on the cost of products and 
services. Companies following one of the two strategy types endeavor to have the lowest 
prices in order to attract customers. A firms operational in the right half of the framework 
differentiates itself from competitors in order to be valuable for the customer. The lower 
half of Porter' s ( 1980) model shows that firms can focus on particular niches, product 
markets or other areas. The upper two quadrants identify strategies which do not have an 
exact focus . 

Vodafone is applying the upper right marketing strategy: Differentiation. First, Vodafone 
aims at a broad audience: consumers as well as enterprises of all sizes. Second, ' ease of 
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use' and 'high quality of service' are principles with which Vodafone wants to 
differentiate itself from its competitors. 

1.6 Mobile telecommunication technology 
Mobile telecommunication can be described as exchanging information over a particular 
distance while not being bound to one place. The exchange of information is done via 
mobile handsets which are wireless connected to an antenna, which consequently is 
connected to a fixed backbone network. The wireless networks are practically ranges of 
frequency spectrums and are in The Netherlands sold by auction by the Dutch 
government. 

Three generations of mobile networks were implemented until now. The first generation, 
which is not being used anymore, is an analogue wireless connection. The second 
generation (2G) was a more popular digital wireless connection type, mainly using the 
GSM7 technology. Within the 2G-connections some software-based upgrades were 
established, for example GPRS8

. In 2001 the Dutch government auctioned the third 
generation (3G) spectrums, which are based on UMTS9 technology. Upgrades of 3G 
networks are HSDPA ' 0 and possibly in the future LTE 11

. 

Handsets which are 3G enabled are automatically compatible with the 2G technology. 2G 
enabled handsets can be compatible with GPRS and do not use 3G networks. 

1.7 Vodafone's business model 
This paragraph shortly explains the business model of Vodafone. First the unique welling 
points are discussed, which are Vodafone's unique resources and capabilities. Second, the 
unique selling point is presented, which is the main differentiation driver on which 
Vodafone's business model and strategy is built. 

The unique welling points are: 
• One specific resource is the main driver which allows Vodafone to generate 

revenues: the license which gives Vodafone the right to use specific frequency 
spectra for offering mobile telecommunication services, and corresponding 
infrastructure. Only three mobile network operators currently possess a license for 
executing mobile spectrums. 

• Vodafone is part of Vodafone Group and has the largest mobile network in the 
world, which brings advantages, such as: 

1. A strong global positioning of the Vodafone brand; and 

7 GSM = Global System for Mobile communication, mainly used for voice communication and SMS 
8 GPRS = General Packet Radio Service, also called 2.5G, for all voice and data communication, up to 80 
kbit/s 
9 UMTS = Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, which can currently reach up to 3,6 Mbit/s 
10 HSDPA =High-Speed Downlink Packet Access, currently delivering 7,2 Mbit/s 
11 LTE =Long Term Evolution, a future technology which targets download speeds up to 100 Mbit/s 
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2. International connection advantages, which 1s also known as 
roam mg. 

• Vodafone has multiple distribution challenge: brick and mortar shops as well as 
online shops; both independent shops and Vodafone-owned distribution channels. 

The unique selling point, with which Vodafone tries to differentiate itself from 
competitors, is the goal to deliver quality products and services. Vodafone shifted its 
focus from being product driven towards being customer driven. An example of a product 
driven innovation is the early commercialization of the mobile Internet, which did not 
have the expected popular usage. Nowadays the concentration lies on user experience and 
customer expectation. 

The next chapter introduces the issues which arise in the mobile telecommunications 
industry and how Vodafone can anticipate on the changing environment. 
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2 Introduction to the research question and 
methodology 

Vodafone broadened its scope from being a traditional mobile telecommunications 
provider to a general telecommunications provider in the beginning of 2007. Also the 
strategic importance of growing markets and new opportunities became higher. 
Broadening of its scope and changes in its strategy will bring new challenges for 
Vodafone. New opportunities have to be explored and put into the market. The broader 
focus and changed strategic objective will change the way in which Vodafone is used to 
operate strategically. 

This introduction to the research question and research methodology first mentions the 
traditional mobile telecommunications market in which Vodafone is operating currently, 
and its implications for the future. Paragraph 2.2 illustrates the new opportunities which 
are and will become in sight for Vodafone, increasing its awareness of the need for 
innovation. Because of the importance of innovation at Vodafone, two types of 
innovation are introduced in paragraph 2.3, with emphasizes on both their characteristics 
and the tensions between them. 

Paragraph 2.4 and 2.5 introduce the goal of this research and the approach that was 
followed in order to answer the research question. 

2. 1 Traditional mobile products and services 
Mobile telecommunication providers are currently struggling to achieve market share 
growth in their traditional business areas: voice and text messaging (Jaspers et al. 2007). 
It is difficult to increase the customer base levels and usage of traditional mobile services 
at the cost of competitors' share due to three main reasons: 

1. Profit margins in the mobile telecommunications sector are under pressure due 
to three forces. 
a. Immense competition between mobile telecommunication companies with 

over 50 virtual brands wrestling for the customer (Telecompaper 2007a). 
b. Low differentiation possibilities in traditional mobile markets; companies 

have little possibilities to differentiate themselves next to pricing (Jupiter 
Research 2007). 

c. European and national authorities have a policy of strict regulation in the 
telecommunication market (Telecompapcr 2007b ), for example the 
OPTA12 (Telecompaper 2007c). 

12 OPTA, in Dutch: Onafhankelijke Post en Telecommunicatie Autoriteit. This governmental organization 
keeps independent monitoring of compliance with laws and regulations, aimed at improving competition in 
the post en telecommunication markets. 
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2. Most traditional mobile telecommunication services are in the mature phase of 
its product life cycle (TDC 2007a, Jaspers et al. 2007). The number of mobile 
phones outgrows the Dutch population, expecting to reach 20 million in 2008 
(Telecompaper 2007d). The result of this maturity is little growth possibilities 
in the traditional services such as mobile voice and SMS services. 

3. Traditional mobile telecommunication companies are being challenged by 
new technologies and, accordingly, new entrants from different industries. 
Total communication services are increasingly being offered in packages, 
MVNOs 13 are increasingly entering the market (Telccompaper 2007a) and 
new mobile telecommunication technologies are arising, for example 
WiMAX14 and VoIP 15

. Also, fixed and mobile telecommunication 
technologies are converging more and more (TDC 2007). 

Porter (1980) introduced a model for looking at the competitiveness and attractiveness of 
a market, shown in figure 2. The horizontal axis shows the firms relationship with its 
suppliers on the left side, and its relationship with its buyers or customers on the right 
side. The vertical axis illustrates the threat of substitute products, the threat of established 
rivals and the threat of new entrants. Combining the axes creates a matrix with five forces 
that might exist in a market. 

13 MVNOs, Mobile Virtual Network Operators, are companies which do not own licenses and 
corresponding networks. They resell telecommunication services with their brand through the network of 
an MNO. MNOs, Mobile Network Operators, own the license and network infrastructure. 
14 WiMAX, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, is a new standard for wireless broadband 
networks. 
15 VoIP, Voice over IP, uses the Internet or another IP-based network to transport vocal communications, 
mostly used for telecommunication purposes. 
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Figure 2. Five forces analysis (Porter 1980) on traditional mobile telecommunication services 

The three forces mentioned above that play an important role in the traditional mobile 
telecommunication market, in which Vodafone is currently operating, are also shown in 
figure 2. As can be seen, many forces play an important role in the traditional mobile 
telecommunication services. 

Lowering profit margins, market saturation and competitive technologies forced 
Vodafone to look for new opportunities in growing markets to gain revenues and to be 
more competitive in this dynamic business environment. Therefore, Vodafone adjusted 
its strategy from a mobile only telecommunication provider to a total telecommunication 
provider (Vodafone 2007a). 

2.2 New mobile products and services 
The strategic change from a mobile telecommunication provider towards a total 
communications provider forces Vodafone to enter new markets. Some of these markets 
are already explored by other companies, for example the fixed telecommunication 
market. Other markets are entirely new to Vodafone as well as its competitors . These new 
mobile services are introduced in this paragraph. 

2.2.1 Upcoming services on third-generation networks 
Vodafone also wants to be innovative in the opportunistic business area of mobile data to 
generate higher revenues and therefore to increase its market share. Vodafone invested 
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immensely in third generation (3G) networks in the beginning of this decade, just as the 
other mobile telecommunication providers (Communications Today 2000). 

However, due to slow consumer uptake of mobile data services and a low portion of 3G 
handset sales, the mobile telecom providers' revenues were lower than expected. As a 
result, mobile broadband capacity is utilized for a small part only. Mobile 
telecommunication companies are struggling to create revenues out of mobile data usage 
to earn back the huge investments they made (Brodsky 200 l). 

Vodafone 's management now focuses on increasing the utilization of 3G networks. 
Vodafone will have to generate more revenues out of its 3G networks in order to outgrow 
the mobile data market. Consumers are slowly accepting the new possibilities on mobile 
data services. Mobile data applications and the usage of these applications are growing 
(IDC 2006). Vodafone will risk falling behind of its competitors if it does not start to 
develop other opportunities in the mobile data market. 

Examples of new and arising mobile services on third-generation networks are: 

• Internet on mobile handsets; 
• Mobile Internet on a laptop; 
• Mobile Applications on handsets, e.g. games. 

2.2.2 Other new opportunities 
Next to mobile services which are executed via third-generation networks, other new 
mobile services are arising in the dynamic telecommunication environment, which are 
available on both 2G and 3G networks: 

• Location based services: applications which rely heavily on information about the 
location of the customer; 

• Internet on mobile handsets; 
• Fixed telecommunication solutions. 

2.3 Innovation at Vodafone 
As described before, the broader focus and a changed strategic objective brings Vodafone 
new opportunities, which arise in a dynamic and uncertain market. However, traditional 
services still have to be exploited in an efficient way. These services are currently the 
most important revenue generators (Vodafone 2007c) and can not be ignored. 

2.3.1 Exploitative vs. explorative innovation 
In other words, there are two areas with different characteristics and requirements for 
innovation that occur in the mobile telecommunication industry, namely exploitative and 
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explorative innovation (Grover et al. 2007) . These two innovation types can have 
different terms in literature. 

Exploitative innovation 
The first type is incremental or exploitative innovation. Exploitative innovation has a 
predictable and organic pace in a more certain or stable market. Technologically, these 
innovations are routine enhancements to existing technologies (lie, Wong 2004) or are 
mainly about increasing efficiency in the existing processes. In the marketing business, 
incremental innovations are for example changes in brand, pricing and customer 
approaches. Exploitative innovations are aimed at firm's profitability on the short term. 

Examples of incremental innovation at Vodafone are the traditional mobile services, such 
as voice telecommunication, voicemail and text messages. These products and services 
are highlighted in paragraph 2.1. 

Explorative innovation 
While exploitative innovation is slow and predictable, Vodafone has radical, disruptive or 
explorative innovation too. As the last term, explorative, implies, this innovation type is 
about exploring opportunities in new markets with unpredictable trends and uncertainties . 
Innovations of this nature are inorganic and not stable. A large number of them fail but 
the small number of successful radical innovations might become key products or 
services. Explorative innovations are aimed at long term performance of the organization 
(Ettlie ct al. 1984, He, Wong 2004). 

Examples of explorative innovation at Vodafone are Internet on a mobile handset and 
mobile Internet on a laptop. These applications are explained in paragraph 2.2. 

2.3.2 The tension between exploitation and exploration 
The previous paragraph described exploitative or incremental innovation and explorative 
or radical innovation. Because of their different characteristics a tension is observed 
between "exploitation of old certainties" and "exploration of new possibilities" (March 
1991 ). This paragraph highlights these differences and tensions. 

Table 1 summarizes the literature which is available on the distinctions between 
exploitative and explorative innovations and the management of them. Main issues are 
the mechanic hierarchic structure, standardization, variation-reduction and inflexibility 
which go together with exploitation; versus exploration which goes hand in hand with 
organic structure, flexibility and risk-taking (He, Wong 2004). While renewing to adapt 
for tomorrow requires change, flexibility and creativity, profits for today require order, 
control and stability (Volberda, Lewin 2003). 

Exploitative innovation Explorative innovation 
Focus on cost, profit Focus on growth 

Mechanic structure Organic structure 
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Specialized skills Multidisciplinary skills 

Variation reducing processes Variation increasing processes 

Standardization Flexibility 

Operational Entrepreneurial 

Pre-planned Adaptable 

Manager as a planner Manager as a facilitator; visionary 

Process centric People centric 

Single-loop learning Double-loop learning 
Table 1. Summary of distinctions and tensions between exploration and exploitation, derived from 

He and Wong (2004), Vinekar et al. (2006) and 0 'Reilly and Tushman (2004) 

2.3.3 Interaction between exploitative and explorative innovation 
In spite of the tensions involving the combination of exploration and exploration, these 
two types of innovation have an important interacting element which enhances firms' 
sales growth rates (He, Wong 2004), as illustrated in figure 3. To strengthen this claim, 
Ile and Wong (2004) also researched the relationship between the absolute difference 
(between exploitation and exploration) and sales growth rate, which they proved to be 
negative. 
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Figure 3. Interaction between explorative and exploitative innovation and its relation with sales 
growth rate (He. Wong 2004) . Structural Equation Modelling: * p <0.10; ** p<0.05 

2.3.4 Balancing exploitative and explorative innovation 
In spite of the differences in managing exploitative and explorative innovation and 
corresponding tensions, many companies have no other option but performing both types 
of innovations simultaneously. 

March (199 l) suggests that maintaining the right balance between exploitative and 
explorative innovation is necessary for firm survival. Many other scholars prove the 
relation between balancing exploitation and exploration with firm performance and 
success (e.g. He, Wong 2004, Jansen et al. 2005). Organizations may fall into a 
'competence trap' when they increasingly exploit obsolete competences (Leonard-Barton 
1992). Continuously exploring new opportunities can lead to falling into a ' failure trap' 
which leads into a decreasing recurring spiral of search, change and failure (Levinthal, 
March 1993). Paragraph 4.1 explains the benefits of balancing exploitative and 
explorative innovation. 

However, because of the tensions between the two types of innovations, creating a 
balance between exploitation and exploration is complex to manage (Birkinshaw, Gibson 
2004) . Tushman and O'Reilly (1996) use the metaphor of a juggler to illustrate the 
dilemma of simultaneously competing in mature markets and developing in new markets. 
Another problem, which is also identified at Vodafone, is the natural tendency of 
management to focus on traditional products, processes and techniques (Hardjono 1995). 
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2.4 Goal of the research 
This paragraph introduces the problem definition and the research question which result 
from the analysis of current situation at Vodafone from previous paragraph. The problem 
definition and research question serve as an input for the followed research methodology, 
which is given in chapter 3. 

2.4.1 Problem definition 
Vodafone realizes that the future of the total communications market, the players in this 
market and the role of Vodafone in this dynamic environment are highly uncertain; 
numerous unpredictable events can occur, followed by reactions of competitors. New 
opportunities have to be explored and exploited in an efficient and effective way. 
However, traditional mobile telecommunication services, such as voice and SMS 
services, must continue to perform and innovate at the same time. 

These two innovation types have different characteristics and must be managed 
differently. Simultaneously managing incremental as well as radical innovation is more 
complex and requires different organizational structures, processes, styles and skills, and 
a different organizational culture and strategy. This research project focuses on how 
Vodafone will be able to manage the two innovation types simultaneously. 

The problem definition that follows is: 

In order to survive in a highly dynamic and uncertain telecommunications environment, 
Vodafone must explore new opportunities in order to assure future revenues. However, 

the traditional revenue generators cannot be neglected. Because of the different 
characteristics of exploitative and explorative innovation, it is difficult to manage and 

control those two types of innovation simultaneously. 

2.4.2 Research question 
The literature gives many aspects which drive exploitative and explorative innovation. 
After a first analysis of the aspects which drive innovation, this research chooses learning 
orientation as an important driver for exploitative and explorative innovation at 
Vodafone. 

The research question that results from the analysis of the problem can be stated as 
follows: 

How can Vodafone explore and implement radical innovations in an uncertain and 
dynamic market, while continuously exploiting and improving its traditional products 

and services by focusing on learning orientation? 

Sub questions that follow from the main research question will be: 
• What is the current status of exploitative and explorative innovation at Vodafone? 
• What is the current status of organizational learning at Vodafone? 
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• What is the status of exploitative and explorative innovation and organizational 
learning at other companies which operate in similar business environments? 

• What is the present situation of market orientation and learning orientation at 
Vodafone? 

• How can, if necessary, market orientation and/or learning orientation at 
Vodafone be improved? 

The next chapter explains the structure of the rest of this thesis by presenting the research 
methodology in order to be able to answer the research question. 
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3 Research methodology 
This paragraph elaborates the followed research approach, which consists of an extensive 
analysis of the scholarly literature and an analysis at Vodafone. After that, designs for 
solutions are created. The designs are finally being implemented and evaluated. 

3. 1 Analysis 
The analysis section of this research consists of three mutually dependent analyses. After 
that, the subjects are identified where Vodafone can improve to become a true 
ambidextrous organization. 

Existing literature on ambidextrous organizations, organizational learning, market 
orientation and learning orientation is summarized in the fust part of the analysis. The 
literature will be integrated and structured to become a customized framework. The 
ambidextrous framework will be used to identify the contextual ambidextrous situation at 
Vodafone from a learning orientation perspective. 

The analysis of the innovative status at Vodafone is done with semi structured interviews 
and personal observations in all departments of the organization. The level of learning 
orientation at Vodafone is assessed by using a questionnaire which is widely used in the 
literature. 

Finally, an external analysis is executed. Several people from companies operating within 
the same business environment as Vodafone are interviewed. Examples are companies 
working in the mobile telecommunications industry and the (mobile) Internet industry. 
These interviews are also semi structured according to the framework made in the 
literature review. 

The current ambidextrous situation at Vodafone is compared with the findings from the 
literature and the external analysis of companies of interest. Findings and conclusions 
from this analysis will be used to design practical solutions for Vodafone. 

3.2 Design of suggested solutions 
After the identification of the issues in which Vodafone can improve to become a better 
ambidextrous organization by improving its learning orientation, solutions for 
improvement are designed. Feedback is given from stakeholders from several 
perspectives. 

3.3 Implementation and evaluation 
The finalized designs are being implanted in the organization. Awareness is created 
throughout the organization and the stakeholders are urged to take part in the process. 
Finally, the outcome is evaluated and proposals for improvement are given. 
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This chapter defined the problem and explained the research approach. The next chapter 
starts with the first analysis by reviewing the literature of ambidextrous organizations, 
organizational learning, market orientation and learning orientation. 
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4 Literature about ambidextrous organizations 
Having introduced the problem statement and the research question, the first theory that 
is presented is the concept of ambidextrous organizations. Paragraph 4.2 identifies and 
explains two types of ambidextrous organizations. Organizational learning is introduced, 
in paragraph 4.3, as a driver for innovation. Market orientation and learning orientation 
are mentioned in paragraph 4.3 as drivers for organizational learning. Paragraph 4.4 
distills a framework out of the previously presented research. 

4.1 Ambidextrous organizations 
A great amount of research has been done on the subject of ambidextrous organizations. 
This paragraph defines ambidextrous organizations and summarizes the general findings 
of the scholars. 

4.1.1 What are ambidextrous organizations? 
The concept of organizational ambidexterity has been known for years. Tushman and 
O'Reilly (1996, pg 24) say that managing ambidextrous organizations is about 
"mastering evolutionary and revolutionary change". Being ambidextrous is defined as 
balancing and synchronizing incremental (or exploitative) and radical (or explorative) 
innovation simultaneously (Jansen 2005). O'Reilly and Tushman (2004) used the 
metaphor of the Roman god Janus, who had two sets of eyes - one pair focusing on what 
lay behind, the other on what lay ahead. 

A key characteristic of ambidextrous organizations is that the execution of both 
incremental and radical innovations has to be done at the same time (Birkinshaw, Gibson 
2004). Executing both innovation types simultaneously avoids the innovation cycle 
which many companies experience, as described in Rogers' classic book: the diffusion of 
innovation. Rogers (1962) states that innovations always start radically. When the 
product market becomes matured, incremental changes are added in order to extent the 
product's life cycle. Finally, new radical innovations will replace the old innovation 
which may happen suddenly and in a disruptive manner. This can be illustrated as an S
curve, which is shown in figure 4. Performing multiple innovations, incremental as well 
as radical ones, simultaneously and continuously does not result in highly disruptive 
organizational changes (Looy et al. 2005). The organization is aware of the simultaneous 
innovations and can respond on the smoother changes in a positive way. 
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Figure 4. The diffusion of innovation (Rogers 1962j 

Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004) see ambidexterity as finding the right balance between 
adaptability and alignment. An organizational focus weighing too much towards 
alignment emphasizes the short term results, but changes in the industry will blindside 
you later on. Too much attention on adaptability does not generate most efficient margins 
on today's business and high risk investments in radical innovations may not bring 
expected returns. 

4.1.2 Why be ambidextrous? 
Mastering evolutionary and revolutionary change simultaneously allows to the 
organization focus on both the long-term and the short-term. Focusing on the efficiency 
of products and processes in the maturity phase will increase performance on the short 
term. Focusing on new products or emerging markets will secure performance in the long 
run (Tuslunan, O'Reilly Ill 1996). 

Companies have a natural tendency to concentrate on controlling their standard processes 
(Hardjono 1995). When innovation is focused on improving current standard processes, 
too much effort is put in short term efficiency. It is difficult for employees to focus on 
long term projects if their performance is measured by short term targets. Therefore 
companies must continuously pursue incremental as well as radical innovation. 

Tushman and O'Reilly HI (l 997) argue that companies have succeeding periods of 
evolutionary and revolutionary change. These periods are experienced as different phases 
of companies; where in between huge interventions have to take place in order to realize 
the changes. These changes are mostly caused by a reaction on unexpected external 
changes. Some of the radical organizational changes have become extremely successful, 
e.g. with Apple and IBM. 

Despite the fact that the immense transformations between evolutionary and 
revolutionary periods were extremely successful for some companies many difficulties 
and distress comes with it. Often these companies do not have another choice then 
changing radically and uncontrolled. Their response to the changes in the environment 
was too late in order to be able to react in a timely and smooth manner. Looy et al. (2005) 
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argue that organizations should manage innovation continuously. In this way the 
extremely disruptive transformations can be prevented. 

4.1.3 Benefits of ambidextrous organizations 
Ambidextrous organizations have advantages compared to organizations which focus on 
a single type of innovation. Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) show a positive relation 
between ambidexterity and business unit performance. Also, Jansen (2005) finds a 
positive relationship between ambidexterity (which he defines as multiplicative 
interaction between explorative and exploitative innovation) and firm-level performance. 
He and Wong (2004) found that combining exploitative and explorative innovation 
results on average in higher levels of sales growth. 

Ambidexterity results in higher firm performance when performing in a highly dynamic 
environment (He, Wong 2004), in which for example the mobile telecommunications 
industry is operating. Cegarra-Navarro and Dewhurst (2007) concluded from an 
extensive research among 269 small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) a strong 
correlation between ambidexterity and customer capital (revenue generation from 
relationships with customers) within the telecommunication industry. Cegarra-Navarro 
and Dewhurst (2007) also proved that organization size of SMEs does not have an effect 
on the ambidexterity context. Therefore it is plausible that the relation between 
ambidexterity and customer capital at SMEs is also viable for large enterprises. They 
argue that ambidextrous SMEs can be seen as ambidextrous business units of large 
enterprises. 

Concluding, despite of the complexities and tensions of managing exploitative and 
explorative innovations simultaneously, much research shows that the overall benefits 
outweigh the negative factors. 

4.2 Two types of ambidextrous organizations 
The concept of ambidextrous organizations is widely described in the literature. E .g. 
Duncan (1976) started with describing ambidexterity from the viewpoint of 
organizational structure, by structurally separating exploitative and explorative 
departments into different business units. More recently, ambidexterity is described from 
a multi-perspective approach, as for example Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004), Tushman 
and O'Reilly III (1996) and Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) did. The former authors 
defined this more modern approach as contextual ambidexterity. 

Contextual ambidexterity is best viewed as a complement to structural ambidexterity. 
This paragraph firstly describes structural ambidexterity in paragraph 4.2.1. Contextual 
ambidexterity is described in paragraph 4.2.2, using the perspectives of the McKinsey 7S 
framework. Finally, paragraph 4.2.3 enumerates and summarizes the main differences 
between both types of ambidexterity. 
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4.2.1 Structural ambidexterity 
The first type of ambidextrous organizations separates the two entities that are dealing 
with exploitative and explorative innovation. Each entity, with its belonging roles, has 
individual responsibilities towards one of the innovation types . In other words, these 
ambidextrous organizations have two separate focuses . However, for sharing knowledge 
and interrelating goals, communication between the units is needed (O'Reilly III, 
Tushman 2004). 

Separating an organization for exploitative and explorative innovation corresponds with 
' structural ambidexterity' , as defined by Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004). Structural 
ambidexterity is most extreme in the dual structure concept (Duncan 1976), which creates 
separate business units for each type of innovation. Building on from this, other scholars 
have argued for separating exploration from exploitation by location by creating multiple 
organizational units that are inconsistent with each other (O'Reilly IU, Tushman 2004). 
Figure 5 illustrates an example of structural ambidextrous organizations. 

Figure 5. 

Mfg 

Existing 
Business 

Sales 

General Manager 

R&D Mfg 

Emerging 
Business 

Sales R&D 

Structurally independent units (O'Reilly III, Tushman 2004): structural ambidexterity 

A less extreme form of structural ambidexterity is advocated by Gibson and Birk ins haw 
(2004). They claim that evolutional and revolutionary innovation can coexist within a 
business unit. In that case, a business unit consists of two groups of employees. Each 
group focuses on a different type of innovation. 

However, structurally separating exploitation and exploration does not mean that the two 
separated units do not interact or communicate with each other. For example, flexibility 
at resource allocation is an important factor in structural ambidexterity. O'Reilly Ill and 
Tushman (2004) suggest that different parts of the organization, exploitative and 
explorative, should share their resources. This claim is supported by Looy ct al. (2005), 
who proved that a positive impact on financial returns is observed when resources are 
flexible and can be allocated to exploitative as well as explorative activities. 
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4.2.2 Contextual ambidexterity 
The second type of ambidexterity does not make a structural separation between the two 
types of innovation. This type of ambidexterity is a balanced organizational structure in 
which departments and roles within an organization have responsibilities for exploitative 
as well as explorative innovation (O'Reilly Ill , Tushman 2004). Birkinshaw and 
Gibson (2004) denominate this structure 'contextual ambidexterity'. This type of 
ambidexterity uses multiple perspectives, next to structure, to balance exploitative and 
explorative innovation. 

Contextual ambidexterity emphasizes flexible structures and systems. Employees are 
encouraged to decide on performing alignment-oriented activities (exploitative) or 
adoption-oriented activities ( explorative ). On which activity to focus is a tough decision 
for individuals in the organization: should we focus on meeting existing quotas or focus 
on developing new products or services? In order to achieve a high performance context, 
more attention has to be paid to the human side of the organization (Birkinshaw, 
Gibson 2004). 

The multiple perspectives of contextual ambidexterity are explained by using the 
McKinsey 7S-framework (Waterman et al. 1980), which is elaborated in Appendix 4. 
The perspective structure, which is also complementary to contextual ambidexterity, is 
already explained in preceding paragraph. 

Strategy 
Chapter 1 and 2 explained Porter' s (1980) framework of generic strategies. He argues 
that a company must follow one of the four generic strategies and must not swim in 
between some of the four generic strategies. When identifying a generic strategy for an 
ambidextrous organization, it might be possible that the exploitative part may require a 
different generic strategy than the explorative part of the organization. This can be seen 
as conflicting with Porter' s (1980) belief of following a single generic strategy. 

Miller ( 1990) is one of the first to question the generic strategy belief. He argues that 
strategic specialization leaves gaps between product offerings and customer needs, 
creates inflexibility and narrows an organization's vision. This is consistent with the 
contextual ambidexterity concept. 

Systems 
Many organizational systems come from the field of process management, for example 
TQM16

, Six Sigma, and BPR17
. Systems like these aim at mapping, improving and 

adhering firm's processes. Bcm1er and Tushman (2003) make two claims stating that 
process management systems have a positive influence on exploitative innovations and 
no negative influence on explorative innovation. Since ambidexterity is about creating a 
balance between exploitative and explorative innovation, it seems that process 
management systems do not drive ambidexterity by itself. 

16 TQM = Total Quality Management 
17 BPR = Business Process Reengineering 
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Style 
Lubatkin et al. (2006) did extensive research on the role of top management in facilitating 
the demands from 139 ambidextrous small- and medium-sized firms (SMEs). Although 
the research was performed in top management teams of SMEs, the authors reasoned that 
the SME findings could be replicated at larger firms. Lubatkin et al. (2006) found that top 
management team behavioral integration is essential in achieving an ambidextrous 
context. Behavioral integration is defined as a set of attributes of top managers 
comprising group process elements that were previously represented by divided 
constructs (Hambrick 1994 ). Top management team behavioral integration is 
characterized by openness of information exchange, collaboratively based decisions and 
strong interaction. 

Staff 
About the subjects of responsibilities and decision making, Jansen et al. (2005) proved 
that the interactions between decentralization and connectedness positively influence 
contextual ambidexterity. Furthermore, they argue that management styles should be a 
combination of formalized and non-formalized coordination mechanisms. These two 
contradictions enhance contextual ambidexterity as described by Birkinshaw and 
Gibson (2004). 

Skills 
In this paragraph individual ' s skills are emphasized. These skills are identified for all 
individuals, for managers as well as operational personnel. Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004, 
pg 49) describe four successful ambidextrous behaviors of individuals. "Ambidextrous 
individuals ... 

1. take the initiative and are alert to opportunities beyond the boundaries of their 
jobs; 

2. are cooperative and look for opportunities to combine their efforts with others, 
internally and externally; 

3. are brokers looking to build internal linkages; and 
4 . are multitaskers who are comfortable wearing more than one hat". 

In summary, employees must be social minded, pro-active and able to link ideas within 
and outside the organization. 

Superordinate Goals (Shared Values) 
The element Shared Values is defined as a set of unwritten values and aspirations beyond 
formal statements and business ' goals (Waterman et al. 1980). A comparable definition, 
from Ghoshal and Bartlett (1997), of organizational context, is: "the invisible set of 
stimuli and pressures that motivate people to act in a certain way". Birkinshaw and 
Gibson (2004) state that the theory of Ghoshal and Bartlett (1997) on organizational 
context is ideal for building contextual ambidexterity in an organization. 

Ghoshal and Bartlett (1996) argue that four elements define the context of an 
organization. Discipline, support, stretch and trust are interacting sets of attributes which, 
when existent in a company, create a high performance context. These attributes arc 
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combined into two dimensions of organizational context: 1) performance management, a 
combination of stretch and discipline; and 2) social support, a combination of support 
and trust. 

4.2.3 Differences between structural and contextual ambidexterity 
Table 2 shows the main differences between structural and contextual ambidexterity and 
gives a good summary of paragraph 3.2.2. As contextual ambidexterity is about other 
aspects than 'structure' only, the references to the corresponding aspects are added next 
to the main differences. A note must be made on the two extremes of ambidextrous 
structure. Contextual ambidexterity differs from structural ambidexterity in various ways. 
However, structural and contextual ambidexterity should be viewed complementary 
(Birkinshaw, Gibson 2004). 

Structural Ambidexterity Contextual Ambidexterity 
How is ambidexterity Alignment and adaptability Individuals divide their time 
achieved? activities are done separately between alignment and adaptability 

activities 
Where are decisions At the top of the organization On the front line of the organization 
between innovation 
types made? 
Role of top To define the structure, to make To develop the organizational 
management trade-offs between alignment and context in which individuals act 

adaptability 
Nature of roles Clearly defined Relatively flexible 
Skills of employees More specialists More generalists 
Table 2. Differences between structural and contextual ambidexterity (B i.rk insbaw, Gibson 2004) 

4.3 Market orientation and learning orientation 
Much research has been written about the relationships between (contextual) 
ambidextrous organizations and market information processing and organizational 
learning. The literature describes various typologies of both concepts. This paragraph 
defines two correlating concepts, marketing orientation and learning orientation after 
introducing the general concept of organizational learning. 

4.3.1 Organizational learning 
The topics organizational learning and knowledge management are currently intensively 
studied in management science. Organizational learning is defined as the acquisition, 
distribution, interpretation and storage of new knowledge, which is crucial for 
organizational success (e.g. Bong et al. 2004, Hall, Andriani 2003). Two forms of 
organizational learning can be recognized: 
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1. Frame-breaking or generative learning, or exploration of knowledge, which 
means creating new knowledge, skills and processes, and continuously 
challenging and improving these mental models; and 

2. Adaptive or incremental learning, or exploitation of knowledge, meaning the use 
of existing knowledge, skills and processes. 

(e.g. March 1991 , Hamel, Prahalad 1994) 

Just as with ambidexterity two opposing concepts are categorized: exploitative versus 
explorative knowledge. Knowledge exploitation drives incremental innovation, as 
knowledge exploration drives radical innovation (Baker, Sinkula 2007). 

Cegarra-Navarro and Dewhurst (2007) proved a positive correlation between both 
knowledge exploitation and knowledge exploration with ambidexterity. The scholars 
investigated the link between knowledge exploration and exploitation individually. Both 
correlations were proved. The influence of the combination of both drivers on 
ambidexterity was not researched. Many scholars believe the combination of both 
innovation types is of importance. Ccgarra..:Navarro and Dewhurst (2007) do mention the 
correlation of the knowledge exploitation and knowledge exploration; however, the two 
knowledge types are treated individually in their research. 

Knowledge 
exploration 

~· ····/; 
Ambidexterity 

Context 

Figure 6. 

SME sector 
(Telecommunication) 

Four factors which might influence an ambidextrous context 
(Cega1Ta-Navarro, Dewhurst 2007) 

Customer 
Capital 

Ccgarra-Navarro and Dewhurst (2007) proved a mediating role of ambidexterity between 
both knowledge exploitation and exploration, and customer capital 18

. An explanation of 

18 Customer capital is defined as revenue generation from the relationship with customers (Ccgarra
Navarro, Dewhurst 2007) 
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this mediating role of ambidexterity is illustrated with bold arrows in figure 6. Straight 
arrows represent proved relationships; dashed arrows illustrate non-proved hypotheses. 

4.3.2 Market orientation 
Market orientation is a theory related to organizational learning. Kohli and Jaworski 
(1990, pg 331) and Narver and Slater (1990) define market orientation as: 

The organization wide generation of market intelligence pertaining to current and 
future customer needs, dissemination of the intelligence across departments, and 
organization wide responsiveness to it 

Overall organizational performance is increasing when an organization is market oriented 
(Narver, Slater 1990). Market orientation also has an effect on balancing exploitative and 
explorative innovation, which is a purpose of ambidexterity. Baker and Sinkula (2007) 
found a rising balance between incremental and radical innovation when the level of 
market orientation was increasing in an organization. 

Baker and Sinkula (2007) did research on the relation between market orientation and the 
priority for learning generative or adaptive. The relation between the two types of 
learning and two innovation types was also researched, as shown in figure 7. Gleaning 
and imitation can be neglected for this purpose. Dashed arrows were not proved; straight 
arrows were proved. The relation market orientation - generative learning - radical 
innovation is shown with bold arrows. 

Learning Style Innovation 
Priority Priority 

Generative Radical 
Learning Innovation 

New 
Market Incremental Product 

Innovation Success 

Gleaning Imitation 

Figure 7. Relationships according to Baker and Sinkula (2007) 

Baker and Sinkula (2007) found that the positive effect of market orientation on 
explorative innovation priority (at the cost of incremental innovation) is mediated by 
generative learning priority (at the cost of incremental learning), which is illustrated in 
figure 7. The correlations mentioned are highlighted in bold arrows. This means that 
market orientation is a driver for generative learning, which subsequently is a driver for 
explorative innovation. 
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As can be seen in figure 7, market orientation does not give rise to adaptive learning. 
Baker and Sinkula (2007) argue that this is positive for the balance between radical and 
incremental innovation due to a naturally tendency to prioritize incremental innovation. 
This statement is proved by further research, indicating that a higher degree of market 
orientation increases the balance between exploitative and explorative innovation. 

This review shortly describes how market orientation can be reached. More detailed 
research on market orientation can be found in Narver and Slater (1990), Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990) and Jaworski, Macinnis and Kohli (2002). 

Market orientation consists of three components (Kohli, Jaworski 1990): 

1. Intelligence Generation, consisting of (Jaworski, Macinnis, Kohli 2002): 
a. organizing for competitive intelligence, 
b. searching for information, and 
c. sense-making. 

2. Intelligence dissemination, which means the spreading the generated information 
in the organization. 

3. Responsiveness, which deals with the manner in which organizations act on the 
information they have produced and disseminated in the organization. 

If all three components exist in an organization as values instead of as a linear process, 
optimal advantage can be taken from the market oriented way of organizational learning. 
More about the combination of market orientation and learning is elaborated in the next 
chapter. 

4.3.3 Learning orientation 
Closely related to the previously mentioned concept of market orientation is the 
thoroughly researched theory of learning orientation. This chapter explains learning 
orientation and elaborates the synergy which is of importance in the context of this thesis. 

Leaming orientation goes beyond a marketplace focus. Baker and Sinkula (1999, pg 413) 
define learning orientation as: 

a conceptualization of a set of values that irifluence the degree to which an 
organization is satisfied with its theories in use (Argyris, Schon 1978), mental 
models (de Geus 1988), and dominant logics (Bettis, Prahalad 1995), which may 
or may not have their bases in the marketplace. 

Organizations with strong learning orientation encourage employees to constantly 
question the organizational norms that guide their activities and actions (Sinkula et al. 
1997). 
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Three organizational values are associated with the tendency of an organization to learn 
are (Day 1991, Senge 1990): 

1. Commitment to learning; 
2. Shared vision; and 
3. Open-mindedness. 

"Fundamental to the organization' s learning orientation is the fundamental value it holds 
toward learning" (Sinkula et al. 1997, pg 309). Employees must value the need to 
understand the causes and effects of their actions, i.e. learning-efficient companies need 
to be reflective. Values placed on the learning activities must be viewed axiomatic (Senge 
1990). 

Mental models limit us to familiar ways of thinking. Open-mindedness reflects to 
continuously questioning these mental models, which is needed due to the constantly 
changing environment and shifting ways of thinking. "When organizations proactively 
question long-held routines, assumptions and beliefs, they are engaging in the first phase 
of unlearning (Sinkula et al. 1997, pg 309). 

Where commitment to learning and open-mindedness influence the intensity of learning, 
shared vision focuses on the direction of learning. Without commitment to and agreement 
with the direction the organization wants to go, less motivation to learn is likely (Senge 
1990). Shared vision reflects to the question: What do we want to learn? 

A learning orientation is likely to increase the rate of change in an organization. 
However, the process of creating a learning orientation takes time (Baker, Sinkula 1999). 
Market oriented behaviors can be more quickly changed (Dickson 1996), and are more 
likely to have an instant positive impact on a firm 's profitability (Narver, Slater 1990). 

Differences and linkages between market orientation and learning orientation are 
mentioned in next paragraph. 

4.3.4 Market orientation and learning orientation 
Market orientation and learning orientation do differ although have some overlap. 
Learning orientation refers to "an organization' s capability to contest old assumptions 
about the market" while market orientation refers to "an organization's focus on 
environmental events that may affect their ability to maximally satisfy customers" 
(Hardley, Mavondo 2000) . Market orientation is reflected by knowledge-producing 
behaviors. Learning orientation is reflected by a set of knowledge-questioning values 
(Sink.llla et al. 1997). 

Some authors even go further with linking market orientation and learning orientation by 
stating that market orientation only enhances firm performance when it is combined with 
a learning orientation (e.g. Slater, Narver 1995, Baker, Sinkula 1999, Farrell 2000). 
Specifically, since market oriented firms focus on customers and their feedback in the 
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established markets, they ignore the emerging markets, technologies and competitors 
(Farrell 2000). 

Baker and Sinkula (2002) identified 3 main barriers, each built up from 3 sub-barriers, 
which should stimulate market orientation as well as learning orientation when avoided 
or removed. Figure 8 displays these barriers. 

Remove barriers to radical innovation 

Remove belief barriers 
I .Institutionalize belief impermanence 
2. institutionalize belief surfacing 
3.Reconcile conflicting mental models 

Remove information barriers 
4.lnstitutionalize theory-in-use scanning 
5.Institutionalize hypothesis generation 
6.Institutionalize testing 

Remove behavioral barriers 
7.lnstitutionalize the motivation to 

implement change 
8.Institutionalize the opportunity to 

implement change 
9.Institutionalize the ability to 

implement change 

organization 
towards the 
external marketing 
environment 

Challenge the 
prevailing 
theories-in-use 
and the mental 

Market 
Orientation 

Learning 
Orientation 

Figure 8. The synergistic effect of market orientation and learning orientation (Baker, Sinkula 
2002) 

4.4 The ambidextrous framework 
As described in the preceding part of this chapter much research is done on 
organizational learning, market orientation and learning orientation. However, a practical 
framework for linking market orientation, learning orientation and ambidexterity is not 
yet described in the literature. This paragraph introduces a framework which uses 
existing literature on market- and learning orientation and which is linked to the research 
that has been written on ambidextrous organizations. 

4.4.1 Introduction of the Ambidextrous Framework 
The ambidextrous framework resulting from previous analyses is shown in figure 9. 
Straight arrows are proved by scientific research, mostly quantitative, otherwise 
qualitative research, and illustrate a causal positive relationship between two aspects that 
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an organization can have. Dashed arrows stand for synergy, interaction and balance 
between two organizational concepts. In order to ensure that the presented concepts and 
definitions are similar and can be used interchangeably, table 3 structures the definitions 
used from different authors and research. 

The ambidextrous framework illustrates in which ways a synergy of market orientation 
and learning orientation can improve firm performance with organizational learning and 
innovation acting as intermediate constructs. By explicitly splitting the constructs of 
organizational learning and innovation into two categories, an exploitative and 
explorative category, managers intentionally have to think and act in two ways, creating 
an ambidextrous context. Remember the metaphor of the manager being a juggler of 
exploitative and explorative subjects of paragraph 2.3.4 (Tush1nan, O'Reilly 1996). 
Making employees aware of the necessity of both exploitative and explorative actions is 
crucial for firm survival (Birkinshaw, Gibson 2004). 

Starting point of the ambidextrous framework is the model of He and Wong (2004), 
illustrated in figure 3. He and Wong (2004) proofed that the interaction between 
exploitative and explorative innovation was the essence of ambidexterity and increasing 
performance. The interaction between exploitation and exploration is continued in this 
framework to the drivers of innovation and organizational learning. Appendix 9 
illustrates both streams (exploitation and exploration) by using two colored backgrounds 
for each stream. 

How the concepts in the framework where measured 
Market orientation was measured by the MARK OR scale (Kohli, Jaworski, Kumar 1993) 
by Baker and Sinkula (2007). Keskin (2006) used the elements of Ruekert (1992) to 
measure market orientation. Ruekert (1992) defines market orientation similarly to 
Narver and Slater (1990) and Kohli and Jaworski (1990), although he adds a specific 
focus on strategic planning and organizational strategy. In spite of Baker and Sinkula 
(2002) not measuring market orientation explicitly, they qualitatively defined and 
described market orientation similarly as the other authors did. 

· Learning orientation was measured by Keskin (2006) by means of four elements, 
described in table 3. Baker and Sinkula (2002) used the concept of metalearning19 or 
triple-loop learning (Senge 1990) to describe learning orientation. 

Learning styles were measured by Baker and Sinkula (2007) and Cegarra-Navarro and 
Dewhurst (2007) with the help of self created scales and questionnaires both using 
definitions from organizational learning of Baker and Sinkula (1999) and Kohli et al. 
(1993). 

19 Metalearning is defined by Baker and Sinkula (2002) as an ongoing evolution through adaptive and 
generative learning 
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Figure 9. The Ambidextrous Framework 
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*8 
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Market 
Author(s) Orientation 

MO is a function of the 
degree to which it has 
adopted the marketing 

Baker and 
concept and focuses on the 

Sinkula (2007) 
ability of firms to engage in, 
to interpret, to disseminate, 
and to respond to customer-
directed market-oriented 
learning activities 
MO reflects the quantity of a 
firms ' market information 
processing activities and the 
weight and quality of these on 
the strategic planning 

Keskin (2006) process. This includes: 
1) Market intelligence 

generation 
2) Intelligence dissemination 
3) Responsiveness 
(from Kohli, Jaworski 1990) 

Cegarra-
Navarro and 

Dewhurst 
(2007) 

He and Wong 
(2004) 

MO can be viewed as the 
degree to which a firm's 
analysis of the external 

Baker and marketing environment 
Sinkula (2002) influences the strategic 

planning process. The same 
three stages (Kohli, Jaworski 
1990) apply. 
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Learning Adaptive 
Orientation Learning 

Learning which occurs 
within the context of 
existing mental models, 
which constrain theories in 
use. 

The organization-wide 
activity of creating and using 
knowledge to enhance 
competitive advantage, 
including: 
1) Commitment to learning 
2) Shared vision 
3) Open-mindedness 
4) Intraorganizational 

knowledge sharing 
(from Calantonc ct al. 2002) 

Knowledge exploitation: 
(i.e. using) existing 
knowledge, ski lls and 
processes (from .l'vlarch 
1991) 

LO may be viewed as the Learning in the context of 
degree to which firms ' prevailing theories in use 
proactively question whether 
their existing beliefs and 
practices actually maximize 
organizational performance 
(from Argyris and Schon 
1978) 

Table 3. Comparison of the definitions which are used in the Ambidextrous Framework 

Generative 
Learning Ambidexterity 

Learning which is not 
constrained by a rigid 
adherence to existing mental 
models and theories in use; 
this may lead to the 
adoption of new mental 
models. 

Knowledge exploration: (i.e. Amb. Context: the ability to 
creating) new knowledge, manage an appropriate 
skills and processes (from balance between exploration 
March 1991) and exploitation (from 

Tushman, O'Reilly 1996) 
Absolute interaction 
between an explorative and 
an exploitative innovation 
strategy 

Learning entailing the 
replacement of theories in 
use 
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4.4.2 Argumentation of relationships and models used 
The square on the left of the Ambidextrous Framework is advocated by Baker and 
Sinkula (2002) in a qualitative way. Baker and Sinkuia (2002) argue that three main 
barriers block the market- and learning orientation, which are indirect drivers for 
innovation. 

*1 Keskin (2006) 
In an extensive research among 157 SMEs Keskin (2006) proved a relationship between 
market orientation and learning orientation (Structural Equation Modeling: 0,76; p<0,01). 
The relationship between market orientation and business performance was not proved 
directly; learning orientation and innovativeness were intermediate factors , which is 
illustrated in the ambidextrous model. 

*2 Baker and Sinkula (2002, pg 8) 
Qualitative claim: "A strong learning orientation augments a strong market orientation 
with a mindset that promotes unique ways of interacting with the environment". 

Dickson (1996, pg 104) 
"An excellent learning environment in an organization will leverage the use of all 
resources . . . including the activities that accompany a market orientation .. . " 

Zhang et al. (2004) 
" ... learning orientation is believed to be one of the key factors of market orientation and 
innovativeness." 

*3 Baker and Sinkula (2007) 
The framework Baker and Sinkula (2007) developed does not show a relationship 
between market orientation and organization's priority for adaptive learning. However, 
this does not implicate that market orientation is not a driver for adaptive learning. 
Despite of the fact that market orientation drives priority to generative learning and 
gleaning20

, support for a direct relationship between market orientation and adaptive 
learning is present. Other scholars support the link between market orientation and 
adaptive learning, e.g. Baker and Sinkula (1999) argued that market orientation will 
facilitate adaptive learning. 

*4 Argyris and Schon (1978) 
Learning orientation is viewed as the degree to which firms ' proactively question whether 
their existing beliefs and practices actually maximize organizational performance. This 
statement refers to the relationship between learning orientation and generative learning. 

Sinkula et al. ( 1997) 
Leaming orientation can be measured by three constructs: 

1) Commitment to learning 

20 Gleaning is in this context the gathering ofother information and using it directl y for own purposes; no 
learning is involved. 



2) Shared vision 
3) Open-mindedness 

The first two constructs are essential for both adaptive and generative learning. The third 
construct is essential for generative learning. 

*5 Baker and Sinkuia (2007) 
A questionnaire among 243 both small, medium and large enterprises showed a causal 
relationship between the level of market orientation in a firm and the priority for 
generative learning (Structural Equation Modeling: 0,40; p<0,001), as illustrated in figure 
7. 

*6 Cegarra-Navarro and Dewhurst (2007, pg 1722) 
" exploration and exploitation processes (i .e. learning) are neither independent nor 
autonomous, but they are continually interacting" 

Baker and Sinkula (2002, pg 11) 
The organizational learning hierarchy identifies five levels of organizational learning: 
conditioning21

, modeling22
, adaptive learning, generative learning and metalearning. All 

levels of organizational learning are correlating and, bottom up, leveraging each other. 

*7 Baker and Sinkula (2007) 
As illustrated in figure 7, adaptive learning is directly related to exploitative 
(incremental) innovation (Structural Equation Modeling: 0,47; p<0,001) 

*8 Baker and Sinkula (2007) 
As illustrated in figure 7, generative learning is directly related to explorative (radical) 
innovation (Structural Equation Modeling: 0,50; p<0,001) 

*9 Tushman and O'Reilly (1996, pg 24) 
Managing ambidextrous organizations is about "mastering evolutionary and 
revolutionary change". 

Jansen (2005) 
Being ambidextrous is defined as balancing and synchronizing incremental (or 
exploitative) and radical (or explorative) innovation simultaneously. 

*10 Ile and Wong (2004) 
The interaction between explorative innovation and explorative innovation enhances 
firms' sales growth rate, as illustrated in figure 3. To strengthen this claim, He and Wong 
(2004) also did research on the relationship between the absolute difference (between 
exploitation and exploration) and sales growth rate, which they proved to be negative. 
More information about the correlation between ambidexterity23 and firm performance 
can be found in paragraph 4.1.3. 

21 Learning shaped by the application of rewards and punishment to behaviors. 
22 Learning involving the transfer of prevailing theories in use. 
23 Or: a balance between exploitative and explorative innovation 
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4.4.3 Analysis: linking theory to practice 
A framework is now established which is focusing specifically on gathering and 
processing information24 in an ambidextrous context. 

What has to be kept in mind is that the ambidextrous framework has limitations just as all 
frameworks and models have. First of all, a framework tries to simplify reality, 
highlighting concepts or details which are important for that purpose while excluding 
other non-important factors. Therefore it must be kept in mind that other factors are still 
influencing the styles of innovation and therefore influencing ambidexterity. 

Second, the concepts used in the ambidextrous framework have some overlap. Market 
orientation is highly related to learning orientation, and a high level of learning 
orientation has a lot of overlap with generative learning. Despite the overlap, the 
ambidextrous model can still be helpful in determining one aspect of contextual 
ambidexterity: organizational learning. The model helps the organization with improving 
the market and learning orientation to become more innovative, achieving a higher level 
of ambidexterity and eventually improving total firm performance. 

Chapters 5 and 6 link the theoretical framework with the practical Vodafone situation. 
The next chapter analyzes current innovative situation at Vodafone. Present market 
orientation and learning orientation conditions at Vodafone are analyzed in Chapter 6. 
Market orientation has been addressed at Vodafone before (Verdegaal 2007). This thesis 
focuses on the level of learning orientation at Vodafone. 

24 
... within the organization as well as the processing of that information in people's minds (thoughts) 
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5 Analyzing the innovative status at Vodafone 
Chapter 4 introduced the ambidextrous framework together with all the included 
concepts: ambidexterity, exploitative and explorative innovation, organizational learning, 
market orientation and learning orientation. This chapter starts with analyzing the status 
of exploitative and explorative innovation: the right part of the ambidextrous framework 
as shown in figure 9. Chapter 6 researches market orientation and learning orientation: 
the left part of the ambidextrous framework. 

5. 1 Research setting 
Semi-structured interviews and author's personal observations were used in order to 
analyze the present-day status of innovation at Vodafone. A qualitative form of research 
was used due to the indistinctness of the definition of innovation among employees. 
Many quantitative tools are offered by scholarly literature to assess the innovative status. 
However, because of the bias in definitions and approaches of the quantitative innovation 
assessment tools and the absence of a clear assessment tool for measuring ambidextrous 
contexts, a qualitative approach was preferred. 

The semi-structured interviews were held among managers from (confidential). At least 
one key manager of each department was interviewed. 

The interviews were structured according to the ambidextrous model which was 
presented in chapter 4. The first part addressed all aspects which were used when 
contextual ambidexterity is presented: Strategy, Systems, Style, Staff, Skills and Culture. 
The second part zoomed in on organizational learning. The structure from the learning 
orientation questionnaire is used, which will be presented in chapter 6. 

The results were processed anonymously in order to receive honest and objective 
answers. The author's personal observations are from 7 months of participating in the 
Strategy department, following and cooperating with several projects. 

In order to benchmark Vodafone with other companies in similar business environments, 
several interviews were held with high-level managers from (confidential). The results of 
these interviews are converged and presented anonymously in next paragraph. 

5.2 Innovation in similar business environments 
The level of innovation varies between the analyzed and interviewed companies. The 
level of exploitative innovation is high at most companies. Manager's views on the 
intensity of explorative innovation are varying from 'less than average' up to high levels 
of explorative innovation. All interviewed managers acknowledge the need for 
innovation, which enhances the firm's competitiveness. 

Structural separation between exploitative and explorative innovation is common in most 
interviewed companies. Two of the companies had different business units for the two 
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types of innovation, each of which have distinct characteristics, e.g. cultures, procedures 
and management styles . 

The company' s means for reaching a high innovative status are diverse. Some companies 
use flexible work environments and creativity as a tool for improving innovativeness; 
others try to standardize and structure the innovative processes as much as possible. No 
correlation is observed between the means (for attempting to be innovative) and 
innovativeness. In other words, no best practice is detected. 

The level of organizational learning also differs between the companies. Most managers 
agree with the positive relation between organizational learning and being innovative. 
Learning is executed in several ways. All companies intend to be market oriented by 
having extensive environment analyses by intelligence teams. The level of learning 
orientation at the other companies is more variable: some hardly focus on learning; others 
explicitly concentrate on the subject. 

The findings of the interviews reveal that there are many ways to be innovative, with 
structural as well as contextual ambidexterity. The status of exploitative and explorative 
innovation differs between the interviewed companies . The findings are compared with 
the situation at Vodafone in next paragraph. 

5.3 Innovation at Vodafone 
Management at Vodafone has different views on the definition of innovation. Some 
managers think innovation is only technology driven; others think innovation is mostly 
market driven. Few managers believe that innovation is a combination of technological 
and commercial aspects. 

A striking difference was observed at manager' s thoughts about current degree of 
innovation at Vodafone in general and within individual business units . Several managers 
think that Vodafone is hardly innovative, both from a technological and from a 
commercial perspective; other managers argue that Vodafone is more innovative than 
average players in the telecommunication market. On average, employees agree with the 
fact that the innovativeness of the organization is currently lower than expected and that 
possibilities for improvement are present. However, due to the high difference between 
the opinions of managers from several business units, this conclusion has to be drawn 
with care. 

The level of exploitative or incremental innovation at Vodafone is high, according to the 
respondents, for commercial as well as technical improvements. On the other side, 
managers do not agree on current level of explorative or radical innovation at Vodafone. 
Manager's views on explorative innovation are diverse. The opinion of managers about 
the status of explorative innovation is low on average. 
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All interviewed managers agree with the need for innovation in general in this business 
environment. The overall level of awareness for the necessity for innovation, in order to 
remain competitive in the market, is high. 

Several managers think that barriers resisting innovation, in particular explorative 
innovation, exist within the organization. Perceived barriers are the allocation of 
resources and capabilities25

, a perceived inflexibility of the organization, and individual 
performance indicators which oppose radical changes26

. Mentioned barriers prevent 
individuals and teams from executing explorative (radical) actions and create a natural 
tendency for exploitative (incremental) actions; employees will become risk-averse. 

(confidential) 

Another remark was heard frequently: too little innovation is emerging from lower levels 
in the organization. Most innovations come from top management. Employees have the 
feeling that some changes are pushed through the organization. According to the 
interviewed managers, a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches towards 
innovation is the best solution. 

Concluding and benchmarking with the results from paragraph 5.2, the degree and quality 
of exploitative innovation is high according to the interviewed managers. The level of 
explorative innovation is perceived as average, with a high variance in answers of the 
managers. The need for innovation is widely recognized. 

5.4 The structure of exploitative and explorative innovation 
Paragraph 5 .2 determined the degree of innovation at Vodafone. This paragraph presents 
how exploitative and explorative innovation is structured at Vodafone . Two types of 
ambidexterity are defined in literature, as mentioned in paragraph 4.2. 

The organizational structure of Vodafone is shown in Appendix 3. Technological 
innovation occurs in the business unit Technology. Commercial innovations of products, 
services, and the marketing around them, are executed in the business units CBU 
(business to consumer), EBU (business to business) and OSU (online sales and mobile 
Internet). 

5.4.1 Technology 
The organizational structure of the business unit Technology separates exploitative and 
explorative innovation: 

e (confidential) 
• (confidential) 

25 Allocated time and labor and expertise availability are higher valued than received financial investments 
26 Performance indicators are perceived as opposing to radical changes and an entrepreneurial culture. If the 
P.l. actually are not favoring entrepreneurial actions has not been determined in this research 
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(confidential) 

5.4.2 CBU, EBU and OSU 
(confidential) 

5.4.3 Other departments 
(confidential) 

5.4.4 Relation of Vodafone with Vodafone Group 
Vodafone has relations with Vodafone Group in the area of innovation. The most 
important one is the Vodafone Group R&D department. Vodafone Group R&D 
concentrates on the technical perspectives of innovation, the radical as well as the 
incremental variant. 

(confidential) 

5.5 Perception of and need for organizational learning 
Interviewed managers were also asked about the present status of organizational learning 
at Vodafone. The answers indicated disagreements on all aspects of organizational 
learning. Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn on the status of organizational learning 
at Vodafone. However, the need for organizational learning was widely agreed on. 
Almost all managers saw benefits in having a high degree of organizational learning. 

5.6 Conclusions 
Benchmarking the results of the interviews with Vodafone managers with the results of 
the external managers show overall average scores. Average is meant in the sense that the 
results correspond to the overall findings at other companies; hence Vodafone is not 
rising above average companies in similar business environments. 

Exploitative innovation is perceived as high. 
Explorative innovation is perceived as average. 
The benefits and need for both types of innovation is present. 
The status of organizational learning could not be determined. 
The need for a proper organizational learning execution is acknowledged. 
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As no agreement could be determined between the managers on current status of 
organizational learning, the next chapter investigates the level of learning orientation at 
Vodafone27 by means of a questionnaire. 

27 Learning orientation is more generic (culture, commitment) than organizational learning, which means 
executing the learning activities 
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6 Market orientation and Learning orientation at 
Vodafone 
The Ambidextrous Framework identifies market orientation and learning orientation as 
important drivers for organizational learning and innovation. The present innovativeness 
of Vodafone is discussed in chapter 5. In order to analyze and suggest improvements for 
enhancements of exploitative and explorative innovation, present status of market 
orientation and learning orientation at Vodafone need to be determined. 

Paragraph 6.1 starts with determining the current level of market orientation by analyzing 
a recently executed research project. The present learning orientation status is 
investigated as part of this thesis of which the results are discussed in paragraph 6.2. 
Paragraph 6.3 summarizes and concludes on this chapter' s analysis of the drivers and 
causes of innovation at Vodafone. 

6. 1 Market orientation at Vodafone 
The Ambidextrous Framework presents market orientation as a driver for adaptive and 
generative learning. Verdegaal assessed in 2007 the status of market orientation at 
Vodafone, using the renewed MARKOR questionnaire (Kohli et al. 1993, Caruana, Pitt 
1996). This research method is similar to the researches that are used to found the 
Ambidextrous Framework. The MARKOR questionnaire is shown in Appendix 5. 

Looking at the final results from the MARKOR questionnaire, Vodafone ' s score on 
market orientation was 4.3 out of 7. For an organization, which intends to be market 
oriented this is not a high score (Verdegaal 2007). The average score on the final 
statement, overall our organization is oriented to the market, was 4.1 out of 7, which 
verifies the relatively low result of the questionnaire. 

Intelligence Generation Intelligence Dissemination Responsiveness 

Figure 10. Average results MARKOR questionnaire per stage (Verdegaal 2007) 
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The MARKOR scale is categorized according to the three stages of market orientation: 
intelligence generation, intelligence dissemination and responsiveness (Kohli, Jaworski 
1990). Figure 10 gives a summary of the average results at each of the three stages at 
Vodafone. The black line represents the average score on all questions. The three stages 
have slightly decreasing results and do not have a high level of variance. Intelligence 
Generation scores highest ( 4. 7); Intelligence Dissemination scores intermediate ( 4.3); 
Responsiveness has the lowest score (3.8) . 

A higher score on Intelligence Generation is corresponding with the high focus on 
market-, customer- and competitor analysis at Vodafone. The low score on 
responsiveness is related to the risk aversion of the organization, as determined in 
paragraph 5.2, which subsequently can be related to the relatively low uptake of radical 
innovations, which was also observed in paragraph 5.2. 

Summarizing, the status of market orientation at Vodafone was low in 2007, with slightly 
increasing scores when it comes down to analyzing (Intelligence Generation) versus 
acting (Responsiveness). The results are expected to have changed positively due to 
initiatives that were taken after the research took place. 

6.2 Learning orientation at Vodafone 
Learning orientation is the second driver that positively influences adaptive and 
generative learning and therefore indirectly has an influence on exploitative and 
explorative innovation. Explicitly focusing on learning orientation is new for Vodafone. 
This paragraph discusses the research which is done at Vodafone on learning orientation. 
A questionnaire was chosen to determine the status of learning orientation. 

6.2.1 Research setting 
Several questionnaires and surveys are used in scientific literature to assess learning 
orientation. Breman and Dalgic (1998) were the first to assess learning orientation, 
however, the content and intrinsic validity of their scale can be questioned as Breman and 
Dalgic agree later on. Baker and Sinkula (1999) adapted a scale developed by Sinkula ct 
al. (1997), which consists of 3 groups of 6 questions. Each group of questions is related 
to one of the three stages of learning orientation (Day 1991, Senge 1990). Hult ct al. 
(2000) made an abridged version variant of Baker and Sinkula's (1999) scale, using 4 
items. However, their specific application for technical and logistics businesses is not 
suitable for using in the telecommunications industry; also, their definition of learning 
orientation differs from the one that is used in this thesis. Another questionnaire, by Lee 
and Tsai (2005), used 14 statements which were found suggestive and unclear by other 
scholars. Therefore, in this investigation the 18-item questionnaire of Baker and Sinkula 
( 1999) is chosen. This questionnaire can be found in Appendix 6a. 

The 18 statements (Baker, Sinkula 1999) were answered by circling points on a scale 
from 1 to 5. The questionnaire was distributed among 36 employees from several 
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business units and staff departments. The results were processed anonymously in order to 
receive honest and objective answers from the individuals. The target group consisted of 
people from multiple functional roles, e.g. marketing, sales, customer care, and all levels 
in the organizational hierarchy, from members of the board to operational employees. A 
total of 29 people responded (n=29). 24 of these respondents could be categorized into 4 
segments which are the four main business units: CBU, EBU, OSU and Technology. The 
individual results from the questionnaire can be found in Appendix 6b. 

The research is expected to be representative for the current learning orientation situation. 
However, the results of the questionnaire should be handled as indications, due to the 
relatively small sample size (n=29). 

Note that the results are corrected to the negative statements. In other words, statement 
number 5, 12, 14 and 17 are inversed in order to be able to handle all statements 
similarly. 

6.2.2 Overall results on learning orientation 
The overall outcome of the learning orientation questionnaire at Vodafone was 3.4 out of 
5, as can be seen in figure 11 represented by the black line and in Appendix 6b. For an 
organization which intends to be learning oriented this is an average result. 

Commitment to learning scores lowest (3.09 out of 5); shared vision and open
mindedness score slightly above average (3.51 and 3.44 respectively, out of 5). A more 
detailed discussion on the split into stages and segments is presented in paragraph 6.2.3 to 
6.2.5. 

5,00 

4,00 +------------------------------< 

3,00 +---

2,00 +----

1,00 +---

Commitment to Leaming shared Vis ion O pen-m ind edn es s 

Figure 11. Overall results from the learning orientation questionnaire per stage. The black line 
represents the total average (3.35 out of 5). 

Analyzing results of individual statements 
Average results and interdepartmental differences per individual statement are illustrated 
in Appendix 6c. Scores on several statements are out of line with the rest of the scores: 
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Statement number 5, our culture is not one that does not make employee learning a top 
priority, scores lowest (2.528 out of 5) and has the highest interdepartmental difference of 
all statements (1.23 points). A reason for the low score might be the term top priority, as 
many other matters can be top priority. An argument for the high interdepartmental 
difference of statement 5 is the negative relationship compared to all foregoing 
statements, which might be confusing for respondents. 

Statement 17, an emphasis on constant innovation is not part of our corporate culture, 
also scores low (2.7228 out of 5) and has a high interdepartmental difference (1.20 
points). A reason for the high interdepartmental difference might, again, be the negative 
statement in between some positive statements. However, the low result can not be linked 
to the composition or wording of the statement. 

Statements number 5 and 17 are the only statements with a score lower than 3.0 out of 5. 
All other statements score 3.029 or higher out of 5. No exceptional high scores are 
observed. 

Individual scores for commitment to learning are in line with each other, except for 
statement 5. Individual scores for open-mindedness are in line, except for statement 17. 
Taking into account previous mentioned arguments on the two out-of-line statements, it 
can be assumed that the resulting scores for commitment to learning and open
mindedness are consequent and are representative for Vodafone. 

Results for shared vision, which are taken from statement number 7 until 12, are also 
consistent except for statement number 10, employees view themselves as partners in 
charting the direction of the business unit, which scores 0.44 point below the average of 
the shared vision-statements. However, the interdepartmental difference is low (0.57 
points), which is one of the lowest of all questions. Therefore indistinctness of the 
question is probably not the case. Despite some variance in the results for shared vision it 
can be assumed that the overall results for this stage are representative. 

6.2.3 Commitment to Learning 
Values supporting organizational learning are fundamental for a proper learning 
orientation. Learning will not occur without a rooted belief for learning among all 
employees (Baker, Sinkula 1999). 

Vodafone scored on average 3 .1 out of 5 on commitment to learning, which is an average 
result. Compared to the overall average (3.4 out of 5) this is a relatively low outcome; 
commitment to learning scores lowest of the three stages of learning orientation. Since 
commitment to learning is a prerequisite for learning, Vodafone is not able to be learning 
oriented if there is no dedication for learning among all employees. 

28 Scores of negative statements are inverted in order to be able to compare the results 
29 A score of3.0 is the average possible score on a scale of 1 to 5. 
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CBU EBU osu T other 

Figure 12. Overall results from the learning orientation questionnaire for commitment to learning. 
The black line represents the total average (3.09 out of 5). 

Comparing the business units, referring to figure 12, the results show that OSU and 
Technology are scoring average, just as the staff departments and the board members. A 
difference is observed between the Consumer and Enterprise business units (difference: 
0.60). The practices of both business units are similar; only the business unit's customers 
have different characteristics. In spite of these similarities a gap seems to exist in the 
stage commitment to learning. Obviously, EBU is performing above average at 
commitment to learning. 

Looking at the results of the individual statements, the results for commitment to learning 
show little variance30

. The difference between the highest and lowest average per 
individual statement is 0.34, which is low and therefore acceptable. In other words, the 
first five statements are answered in accordance and are a good reflection for the stage 
commitment to learning. 

Looking at individual statements, statement number 6, the collective wisdom in this 
enterprise is that once we quit learning we endanger our future, is the lowest result of all 
departments on this statement. Also, statement is the lowest CBU-score of all individual 
statements. The low results in this area show a lower than average engagement and 
personal belief of employees to learn as a business unit and as an organization. A learning 
orientation is not seen as essential for firm survival. 

6.2.4 Shared Vision 
The stage shared vision determines the commitment to the direction of learning; it 
answers the question: What do we want to learn and is everybody committed to this? 
(Baker, Sinkula 1999) 

30 Not taking into account statement number 5, due to the high differences in answers and the possible 
unclear (negative) statement, as explained in paragraph 6.2.2. 
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A total of 3.5 out of 5 is the score for Vodafone on the stage shared vision, which is an 
above average result. However this result is not good enough for a company which 
intends to be learning oriented. 

Figure 13. 

CBU EBU osu T Other 

Overall results from the learning orientation questionnaire for shared vision. The black 
line represents the total average (3.51 out of 5). 

As can be seen in figure 13, all interviewed departments score around average at shared 
vision. However, CBU scores lower at shared vision, just as at the commitment to 
learning stage, with a score of 3.10 out of 5, which is 0.41 points below the average 
score. 

Interdepartmental difference is high at statement 7: There is a well-expressed concept of 
who we are and where we are going as a business unit, with a total difference of 1.20 
points between the departments, which is the highest difference of all statements, together 
with statement 17. Mentioned difference is caused solely by the Consumer Business Unit. 
The other three business units agree with each other, showing a difference of only 0.20 
points. The average results of EBU, OSU en Technology (excluding CBU) on this 
statement is 3.93, which is relatively high. The same logic goes for statement 12: We do 
not have a well-defined vision for the entire business unit. Again CBU is the only 
business unit scoring low (CBU: 2.8031

; average score of the other business units: 3.64). 
Concluding, CBU does not have a well-expressed concept of who they are and where 
their business unit is going. 

The overall highest scoring individual statement is statement 11, top leadership believes 
in sharing its vision for the business unit with the lower levels, scoring 3.79 out of 5. The 
results of the questionnaire on this statement indicate that a large proportion of the 
employees view that the business unit's vision is well communicated to all levels and 
roles within the business unit. 

31 Scores of negative statements are inverted in order to be able to compare the results 
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Overall it can be concluded that the business unit's visions are well shared amongst its 
members. Employees know what their current position as a business unit currently is, and 
in what direction they want to go. However, shared vision at CBU is scoring lower than 
average, specifically on several statements. 

6.2.5 Open-mindedness 
Mental models limit us to familiar ways of thinking. Open-mindedness reflects to 
continuously questioning the mental models, which is needed because of the constantly 
changing environment and shifting ways of thinking (Baker, Sinkula 1999). 

Vodafone scored on average 3.4 out of 5 on commitment to learning, which is an average 
result; Employees think that their business unit is capable of shifting its mental models 
and changing employee's beliefs. However, in order to be able to enhance generative 
learning32

, open-mindedness should be above average. 

Figure 14. 

CBU EBU osu T other 

Overall results from the learning orientation questionnaire for open-mindedness. The 
black line represents the total average (3.44 out of 5). 

When comparing the business units, illustrated in figure 14, the results prove that all four 
interviewed business units score around average at open-mindedness, with CBU 
somewhat lower and OSU somewhat higher than average. The differences between the 
departments are relatively small compared to the two previous stages. 

Statement 17, an emphasis on constant innovation is not part of our corporate culture, is 
scoring low: 2.72 out of 5; and has a high interdepartmental difference: 1.20 points. 
However, because of the high variance of the answers, the results should not be used 
directly, as mentioned in paragraph 6.2.2. Notwithstanding these implications, some 

32 Generative learning (as well as metaleaming) has much overlap with open-mindedness, as explained in 
paragraph 4.3. 
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characteristics can be concluded for Vodafone. First of all, employees do not have a 
similar view on the innovative culture of the business units. Second, the overall opinion is 
that the level of innovativeness at Vodafone is low. 

6.3 Conclusion 
According to the MARK.OR questionnaire performed at Vodafone in 2007, market 
orientation scored average. The scores decreased over the three stages information 
generation, information dissemination and responsiveness were average and decreased at 
each new stage respectively. 

Overall results from a performed research on learning orientation at Vodafone suggest an 
average status of learning orientation. However, as determined in chapter 5, managers 
acknowledge the desire for having a good learning orientation. Therefore, the current 
average status does not reflect the desired situation. The present situation gives a solid 
foundation to start improving Vodafone's learning orientation, which eventually leads to 
other benefits such as increased possibilities for innovation. 

Commitment to learning, which is a prerequisite for learning orientation, is the lowest 
scoring stage at Vodafope. In order to improve the learning orientation at Vodafone, the 
first thing to improve is : make employees aware of the necessity and benefits of being 
learning oriented. A majority of the employees must be committed to the organizational 
values of learning before looking at the other two stages. 

Shared vision and open-mindedness, the other two stages which are part of learning 
orientation, have slight above average scores at Vodafone. For a company which intends 
to be learning oriented and innovative, this is not satisfactory. For this reason, next to 
improving commitment to learning, creating a shared vision and making employees more 
open minded are essential for management to improve organizational learning and 
innovativeness of Vodafone. 

A striking result from the learning orientation questionnaire comes from the segmentation 
of four main business units. CBU scores lower on all three stages. Specifically 
commitment to learning scores lower when compared with EBU; the stage shared vision 
also scores lower than the other business units. However, results should be handled with 
care due to the small sample size of the respondents. 

A last note to keep in mind: learning orientation and market orientation are means to 
accomplish a goal : improving adaptive as well as generative learning, and indirectly 
improving both exploitative and explorative innovation. In other words, learning 
orientation and market orientation are a means; not a goal by itself. 
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7 From theory to practice 
Chapter 5 and 6 analyzed the status of innovation, market orientation and learning 
orientation at Vodafone, which are incorporated in the Ambidextrous Framework 
presented in chapter 4. Having determined the status of the drivers for exploitative and 
explorative innovation at Vodafone, the remainder of this thesis uses the findings to 
suggest improvements to enhance the ambidextrous context at Vodafone. 

The ambidextrous framework, illustrated in figure 9, identifies three categories of barriers 
that indirectly resist the organization from being ambidextrous. To summarize, the 
barriers which need to be decreased are (Baker, Sinkula 2000, pg 14): 

1. belief barriers; 

2. information barriers; and 

3. behavioral barriers. 

The results of the previous two chapters demonstrate that both market orientation and 
learning orientation need improvement in order to balance exploitative and explorative 
innovation, which will lead to better firm performance. 

Market orientation at Vodafone has been in focus recently, among others by initiatives 
taken after the research of Verdegaal (2007). Therefore this thesis focuses on improving 
the learning orientation at Vodafone. However, all suggestions for improvement do also 
improve the level of market orientation. 

For each barrier, suggestions for improvements were introduced and discussed with the 
stakeholders at Vodafone. The final suggestions were implemented and evaluated. 
Paragraph 7.1 to 7.3 present the improvements from the design to implementation and 
evaluation. 

7. 1 Belief barriers: Scenario planning 
"As the gap between an organization's real and perceived reality grows, the potential for 
effective innovation decreases" (Baker, Sinkula 2000, pg l 5). Manager' s mental models 
may represent a barrier to change and they often do not realize that. Employees in an 
organization must be aware of the fact that all mental models are temporary. Mental 
theories being used need to be challenged tested and, when necessary, reconciled with 
observed changes (Baker, Sinkula 2000). 

7.1.1 Design 
One way to achieve "institutionalized belief impermanence" is to develop techniques that 
compel employees to look at their eternal environment from different perspectives 
(Cohen, Levantbal 1990). Baker and Sinkula (2000) suggest among others scenario 
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analysis as a tool for continuously assunng reflections on current beliefs about the 
marketplace. 

A method to plan for the future is forecasting, which predicts a single future; which might 
not be the right one. Scenario planning is a methodology to think about the future in 
multiple scenarios. By identifying key trends and uncertainties on a particular subject, a 
manager can construct a series of scenarios that will help to take unpredictable changes 
into account (Schoemaker 1995). 

Scenario planning was being used at Vodafone on an ad hoc basis, under which at the 
strategy department; no structural scenario planning procedures were used. Managers 
from the Strategy department acknowledged the benefits of a proper scenario planning 
analysis in an area with many uncertainties. 

Mobile Internet was chosen as subject of the scenario planning procedure. Arguments for 
choosing the subject are the high number of uncertainties, the rate of changes, and the 
high level of unknown factors in this market. Mobile Internet is said to be a huge 
opportunity for future revenue generation and a high utilization of third generation 
networks (Telecompaper 2007d) . 

The followed procedure was a combination of steps derived from Drew (2006) and 
Schoemaker (l 995). 

7 .1.2 Implementation 
The first step was to determine the scope of the subject. Mobile Internet on a handset was 
chosen, which excludes Mobile Internet on a laptop because of the differences of 
characteristics of both types of Mobile Internet. The decision was made with 
consultations with several managers, among which the head of the Strategy department 
and the head of Mobilizing the Internet department. 

A series of two workshops with stakeholders from multiple departments and disciplines 
was held to discuss and determine the key trends and uncertainties. At the end of each 
workshop the two most important uncertainties were chosen, by deciding on the degree 
and impact of each uncertainty. Each of the two uncertainties were given two extreme 
future outcomes. 

The two most important uncertainties were placed on two axes of a matrix: one extreme 
on one side of the axis; the other extreme of the uncertainty on the other side of the axis. 
Doing this creates four possible scenarios for the future of Mobile Internet on a handset. 
The implications of the four scenarios for Vodafone were determined by conversations 
with stakeholders. Finally, a narration for each scenario was created. The scenarios are 
elaborated in Appendix 7. 
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7 .1.3 Evaluation 
The scenarios were discussed and handed over to the head of the Mobilizing the Internet 
department. The discussion verified the need for thinking in scenarios, specifically in this 
business. Managers from the Strategy department and the head of Mobilizing the Internet 
agreed with the possible scenarios and their implications for Vodafone. 

7.2 Information barriers: Open innovation 
The first barrier, challenging mental models and theories in use, is a prerequisite to 
change although does not solely accomplish change. Manager's trusted beliefs are not 
likely to change without evidence that invalidates their beliefs . Proof for (dis)confirming 
mental models come from market information. Baker and Sinkula (2000) define the 
transition from mental models to market information as "transforming the tacit into 
explicit". 

The level of market orientation translates the quality and depth of market information 
processing. Verdegaal (2007) proved a low level of market orientation at Vodafone, after 
which initiatives were taken to improve the market information processes. Appendix 8 
describes such an initiative: the market opportunity process. The ambidextrous 
framework shows two drivers of innovation: market orientation and learning orientation. 
Due to the recent focus on market orientation, this research mainly concentrates on 
learning orientation. Therefore, this paragraph gives a suggestion which will be used in 
the implementation in next paragraph. 

The first stage of market orientation is highlighted in this chapter: information 
generation; in other words, the gathering and collection of market information. Current 
initiatives taken at Vodafone to generate useful market information33 do mainly generate 
information with the help of internal resources; External sources are hardly consulted. 
This thesis suggests the use of external ideas into the market opportunity process, which 
is described in the next paragraph and in Appendix 8. 

Open innovation is a term which corresponds to the use of external ideas innovative 
processes. In a world with widely distributed knowledge, companies should not rely 
solely on their own capabilities and expertise. Instead of the so-called closed innovative 
practices, organizations should collect, buy or license external ideas and integrate them 
into their own processes. On the other side, internal inventions not being used in the 
organization should be taken outside the company (Chesbrough 2003). The model of 
open innovation is illustrated in figure 15. 

The next paragraph introduces the market opportunity process, which will be improved 
by using open innovation . 

33 (confident ial ) 
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Figure 15. An illustration of the process of open innovation (Chesbrough 2003) 

7.3 Behavioral barriers: (confidential) process 
A behavioral barrier is for example a lack of motivation, ability or opportunity to 
implement change. Decreasing behavioral barriers require an appropriate psychological 
environment and stimulating reward systems that reduce the risk averseness of employees 
(Baker, Sinkula 2000). Growth and organizational success can cause organizations to 
become focused on managing internal systems, standardization and bureaucracy; i.e. 
focus is on internal control. However, focus must remain moreover on the environment 
and change. Organization dynamics are essential for firm performance (Hardjono 1995). 

7.3.1 Design 
Verdegaal (2007) designed a (confidential) model (confidential) 

Incorporating the concept of open innovation (Chesbrough 2003) in the (confidential) 
process is suggested, as explained in paragraph 7 .2. After discussions with members of 
the strategy team the suggested recommendation is to (confidential) 

The (confidential) model which is used to (confidential). The new (confidential) model is 
presented in Appendix 8c. 

7 .3.2 Implementation 
(confidential) 

7 .3.3 Evaluation 
(confidential) 

Mental models and theories in use need to be changed according to changes in the 
organization and in the environment, as explained in paragraph 7.3.1. 
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8. Conclusions 
This chapter will conclude on learning orientation and innovation, in paragraph 8.1 and 
8.2 respectively. Paragraph 8.3 presents the contributions to current literature of this 
thesis. The recommendations for Vodafone are presented after the general conclusions in 
paragraph 8.4. 

8. 1 Learning orientation 
As has been investigated and discussed in chapter 6, Vodafone scores a 3.4 out of 5 on 
learning orientation, which is not a high score taking into account the current intention to 
learn, as determined in chapter 5. Managers acknowledge that an appropriate level of 
learning is important for driving innovation and that improvements at Vodafone are 
possible. 

A specific conclusion can be drawn from the split of the results into business units. The 
business unit CBU scores lower than average on two stages: commitment to learning and 
shared vision. Commitment to learning scores lower than average on all individual 
statements. CBU also scores lower than average on specific statements regarding the 
question if the business unit possesses a shared vision. 

8.2 Balancing exploitative and explorative innovation 
The level of exploitative (incremental) innovation is perceived as high according to 
interviews held with several managers in chapter 5. The degree of explorative (radical) 
innovation is perceived as average with a high variance in the answers; manager's view is 
not corresponding within and in between business units. 

The high level of exploitative improvements corresponds with the scholarly literature, 
which advocates that people tend to be risk averse and organizations have the tendency to 
prioritize exploitative innovation (Hardjono 1995). In this way, focusing more on 
explorative innovation will restore the balance between exploitative and explorative 
innovation (Baker, Sinkula 2007). 

Many factors influence the degrees of exploitative and explorative innovation in an 
organization. This thesis focuses on the aspect of learning orientation as one of the 
drivers for balancing innovation. The ambidextrous framework links organizational 
learning with innovativeness, which will be explained in the next paragraph. 

8.3 Contribution to current literature 
Much is written in the current literature about ambidextrous organizations, organizational 
learning and market orientation and learning orientation. However, an integrated 
framework does not yet exist, despite of the numerous relations researches found which 
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link mentioned concepts. This thesis introduces a framework which links organizational 
innovativeness with learning orientation by merging research from several scholars. 

The ambidextrous framework divides the causal relationships between organizational 
learning and organizational innovativeness into two streams: an exploitative stream and 
an explorative stream. Both streams need to be balanced in order to create an 
ambidextrous context and hence improving organizational performance. An illustration of 
the streams in the ambidextrous framework is presented in Appendix 9. 

The ambidextrous framework does only take learning and market orientation into 
account. However, many other factors influence the level of exploitative and explorative 
innovation at Vodafone. A recommendation for further research is to analyze the impact 
of other factors on the concepts mentioned in the framework, with the purpose of 
broadening the framework. Another possibility is to look into the framework in more 
detail: the overlap between the concepts can be researched in order to get more insight in 
the drivers of innovation. 

8.4 Limitations of the research 
First, the ambidextrous framework only mentions learning orientation and market 
orientation as a driver for organizational learning and ambidexterity respectively. Many 
other factors also influence the level of organizational learning and ambidexterity as is 
explained in the discussion of the theory of contextual ambidexterity. 

A second note must be made when using the ambidextrous framework in practical 
situations: market orientation, learning orientation and organizational learning are drivers 
to accomplish a goal; in other words, they are means. Managers should not make the 
error to represent the means as goals. 

Third, the ambidextrous framework is verified by many respondents of the interviews and 
managers of the Strategy department. However, more practical case studies need to be 
executed in order to completely and significantly validate the ambidextrous framework. 

The results from the questionnaire should be handled with care due to the relatively low 
number of respondents; Statistical analysis is not possible with the small population. 
However, the data gives indications where Vodafone can improve in order to be better 
learning oriented. 

8.5 Recommendations for Vodafone 
Based on the analysis in the previous chapters, the following recommendations are 
suggested to enable a greater learning orientation and creating a better balance between 
exploitative and explorative innovation. 
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Structural separation of exploitative and explorative innovation is not possible and not 
advisable due to the big size of the company. Real radical changes have interfaces with 
all business units. Therefore, separation of both types of innovation is not advisable. 

As explained in paragraph 8.2, organizations have a natural tendency to prioritize 
exploitative improvements in contrast to explorative improvements. Therefore, 
concentration on explorative innovation should be slightly higher in order to balance 
exploitation and exploration. Improving the quality of learning orientation at Vodafone is 
an appropriate method for increasing explorative innovation. 

Commitment to learning is the lowest scoring stage of learning orientation at Vodafone. 
The interviewed managers did not mention barriers which can be linked to the lack of 
commitment to learning (chapter 5). As a result, it can be assumed that commitment to 
learning is not sufficiently stimulated by top management. Stimulating commitment to 
learning can be done by periodically freeing employees from their day-to-day tasks and 
let them openly think about changes, ideas and new growth opportunities. Top 
management should facilitate these sessions. Employees should be inspired by the 
possibilities which can be created by learning and thinking more radically. 

Shared vision at Vodafone scored above average in the learning orientation questionnaire. 
However, an average score is not sufficient enough for an organization which has in mind 
to become learning oriented. (confidential). Company-wide, the vision should be 
communicated to the organization by the Strategy department. The strategy department 
should match the vision with the top management of the business units. If necessary, the 
vision can be slightly adjusted to the specific characteristics of the business unit. The 
business unit's top management preferably communicates the vision to the employees of 
the business unit. Currently, initiatives are being executed to align individual business 
unit's strategy and vision with the company. 

Chapter 5 determines that managers perceive several barriers that are opposing radical 
changes. These barriers can be a reason for the average score of open-mindedness in the 
learning orientation questionnaire in chapter 6. Mentioned barriers are the allocation of 
resources like time and expertise, and inflexible performance indicators. Barriers like 
these should be decreased: more time and expertise should be allocated to new 
opportunities and new projects. Organizational structures should not create barriers for 
communication, for example by creating multifunctional project teams34

. Performance 
indicators and measures should not only focus on control and traditional procedures. 

Paragraph 7.2 recommended the use of open innovation. Vodafone's innovativeness can 
become more 'open' by focusing on Vodafone's core competences. Other competences 
can be acquired by acquisition, licensing, spin-offs, outsourcing and joint ventures. On 
the other side, growth opportunities which are not feasible for Vodafone can be continued 
outside the organization. 

34 (confidential) 
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Vodafone is a mobile telecommunications company and should therefore stay with its 
core competences. As was determined in paragraph 1.7, Vodafone's main resource and 
capability is utilizing its mobile telecommunication license and corresponding network. 
Cost-efficiency and generating as much revenues as possible is Vodafone's key business. 
The focus should remain on this unique resource. 

Other competencies which are necessary for doing business, increasing revenue growth 
and profitability from the utilization of the license and the network, can be acquired or 
outsourced. Vodafone is currently changing: (confidential) . A start is made in becoming 
more lean and flexible. This thesis acknowledges the changes that are needed. However, 
organizational culture and dynamics have to change too. This thesis suggests that 
increasing the learning orientation is a good way to increase the organizational dynamics 
in order to become increasingly ambidextrous. 
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Appendix 2 Vodafone Group pie 

Business 
description: 

Provision of mobile telecommunications services. Supplies customers 
with mobile voice, paging and mobile data and Internet services. 

Revenue: 
£31.104 million (year ended 31 March 2007) 
£16.994 million (half year ended 30 September 2007) 

£11.960 million (year ended 31 March 2007) 
Group EBITDA: £6.565 million (half year ended 30 September 2007) 

Listings: 

Market 
capitalization: 

Employees: 

Customer base: 

Global network: 

Total# minutes: 

Head office: 

London and New York Stock Exchanges 

Approximately £100 billion at 31 December 2007 

Approximately 66.000 during year ended 31 March 2007 

Approximately 241 million registered proportionate customers and 
approximately 729,2 million venture customers as at 30 September 
2007. 

Equity interests in 25 countries. Partner Networks in a further 39 
countries. 21 ,4 million 3G devices at 30 September 2007. 

115 million 

Newbury, England 
Table 5. Fact sheet Vodafone Group 

(confidential) 

Figure 16. Organizational chart Vodafone Group 

www.vodafone.com 
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Appendix 3a Vodafone Libertel N.V. 

Business 
description: 

Revenue: 

EBITDA: 

Employees : 

Customer base: 

ARPU35
: 

Total# 
minutes : 

Head office: 

Provision of mobile telecommunications services. Supplies customers 
with mobile voice, paging and mobile data and Internet services. 

€1.674 million (year ended 31March2007) 
€876 million (half year ended 30 September 2007) 

€526 million (year ended 31 March 2007) 
€257 million (half year ended 30 September 2007) 

Approximately 3.000 during year ended 31 March 2007 

Over 4 million customers, of which 57% subscribers 

€36,30 per month 

Over 2 million (in the end of quarter 3) 

Maastricht, The Netherlands 
Table 5. Fact sheet Vodafone Libertel NV 

(confidential) 
Figure 17. Organization Chart Vodafone Libertel N. V 

WW\V. vodafone.nl 

35 ARPU = Average Revenu Per User 
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Appendix 4 McKinsey 75 framework 
Waterman et al. (1980) developed a popular framework, which is widely known as the 
McKinsey 7S framework, for looking at organizations and organizational change with the 
use of seven elements. As can be seen in figure 18, all seven elements are interrelated. A 
short definition of the elements is given below. 

Figure 18. The McKinsey 7Sframework (Waterman et al. 1980) 

1. Structure 
'Structure' describes the way in which the organization and its units are 
structured. Examples of structure are: functional structure, matrix structure, its 
networks, (de )centralization, et cetera. 

2. Strategy 
As stated in chapter 2, strategy includes all plans, decisions and actions of the 
organization with regard to its goals, and the ways and means to reach these goals. 

3. Systems 
Organization's formal and informal procedures, routines and standardized 
processes which characterize the organization are included in the element 
'systems'. Examples of this element are accounting and budgeting systems, 
communication procedures and hiring systems. 

4. Style 
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Style means the cultural style of employees and managers . Managers specifically 
determine the organizational atmosphere for a great part. Examples of symbolic 
styles are : formal and informal, amount of hierarchy, and managerial behavior. 

5. Staff 
This element describes the numbers and type of roles within the organization, 
with its according responsibilities. Also training programs and appraisal systems 
are part of this element. 

6. Skills 
Skills are dominating attributes, characteristics and capabilities within the 
organization. Examples are: focus on innovation, perfect quality of material, 
product management capability and short lead times. 

7. Superordinate Goals (or Shared Values) 
This element represents a set of unwritten values and aspirations beyond formal 
statements and business' goals. ' Shared values ' is a bundle of ideas, for example: 
a company' s vision on how to express itself or the brand awareness of employees. 
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Appendix Sa MARKOR questionnaire 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 19. MARK.OR questionnaire.from Kohli, Jaworski and Kumar ( 1993), Caruana and Pitt (1996) 
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Appendix Sb Results from MARKOR questionnaire 

MARKOR questionnaire 
scale 1-7 
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Figure 20. MARK OR results per respondent, from Verdegaal (2007) 

Note that the results are corrected to the negative statements. In other words, the results 
of statement number 5, 12, 14 and 17 are inversed lll order to be able to handle all 
statements similarly. 
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Appendix 6a Learning orientation questionnaire 

Please objectively answer the following 18 statements by circling the right points on the 
5-point scale, where 

1 = strongly disagree 
2 =disagree 
3 =neutral 
4 =agree 
5 = strongly agree 

The 18 statements are grouped in 3 categories. Please read them carefully. 

Commitment to learning 
1. Managers basically agree that our business unit's ability to learn is the key to our 
competitive advantage 
2. The basic values of this business unit include learning as key to improvement 
3. The sense around here is that employee learning is an investment, not an expense 
4. Learning in my organization is seen as a key commodity necessary to guarantee 
organizational survival 
5. Our culture is one that does not make employee learning a top priority 
6. The collective wisdom in this enterprise is that once we quit learning, we endanger our 
future 

Shared vision 
7. There is a well-expressed concept of who we are and where we are going as a business 
unit I organization 
8. There is a total agreement on our business unit vision across all levels, functions , and 
divisions 
9. All employees are committed to the goals of this business unit 
10. Employees view themselves as partners in charting the direction of the business unit 
11. Top leadership believes in sharing its vision for the business unit with the lower 
levels 
12. We do not have a well-defined vision for the entire business unit 

Open-mindedness 
13. We are not afraid to reflect criticaJly on the shared assumptions we have about the 
way we do business 
14. Managers in this business unit do not want their 'view of the world' to be questioned 
15. Our business unit places a high value on open-mindedness 
16. Managers encourage employees to 'think outside of the box' 
17. An emphasis on constant innovation is not part of our corporate culture 
18. Original ideas are highly valued in this organization 
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Appendix 6b Individual results from LO questionnaire 

Learning Orientation questionnaire; scale 1 - 5 

8 I 9 I 10 1 11 

CBU 3 3 
CBU 5 4 
CBU 4 
CSU 
CBU 
Average 

EBU 
EBU 
EBU 
EBU 
EBU 
Average 

osu 5 5 4 4 
osu 4 3 3 3 
osu 2 4 3 
osu 3 4 2 
osu 3 3 
osu 
Average 

T 4 4 4 
T 4 4 4 
T 4 3 4 
T 4 4 
T 4 1 
T 4 4 
T 4 4 
T 3 2 
Average 3, 5 3,38 

GMT 4 4 
GMT 2 3 
Average 3,00 3,50 

other 
other 
other 
Average 

Question 2 3 4 13 14 15 16 
Tot Avg .. 

Figure 21. Results learning orientation questionnaire 
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Appendix 6c Interdepartmental difference 
Figures 22 and 23 show the differences between the department's averages per individual 
statement and per stage. Only the business units CBU, OSU, EBU and Technology are 
taken into account. The red dots show the overall averages; the black lines show the 
highest and the lowest average departmental score. 

4,00 +-- --------- - ------ -----~-~--------

I 
2,00 -+---------~-------------------~-~ 

1 , 00 +-----.----,----,---------,----,----,---------,--,----.-----,r----r----.--r----r----.--r----r-~ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Figure 22. Interdepartmental differences per individual statement 

5,00 

4,00 

I ! f 
.... 3,00 

2,00 

1,00 

Commitment to learning shared vision open-mindedness 

Figure 23. Interdepartmental differences per stage 
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Appendix Gd LO results per business unit 
Figure 24 shows the average results of the learning orientation questionnaire per business 
unit. Other represent the staff functions which could not be placed under the business 
units and include board members. 

4,00 -·!----------------~--------------! 

3,00 

2,00 

1,00 
CBU EBU osu T Other 

Figure 24. Overall results of the learning orientation questionnaire per business unit 

Figures 25 to 28 show the average results per business unit per stage. 
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3,00 -1-------1~;;;;:... _____ ~~~~============!_ __ ---i 
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1,00+--------------------------------l 
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1-+-A-.erage - csu I 

Figure 25. Results per learning orientation stage for the business unit CBU 
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Commitment to Leaming Shared Vision Open-mindedness 

l-A1.erage - EBU I 

Figure 26. Results per learning orientation stage/or the business unit EBU 
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Figure 27. Results per learning orientation stage/or the business unit OSU 
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Figure 28. Results per learning orientation stage for the business unit Technology 
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Appendix 7 Scenario Planning on Mobile Internet 
(confidential) 
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Appendix Ba Strategic (confidential) process 
(confidential) 
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Appendix Sb (confidential) model 
(confidential) 
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Appendix Be New (confidential) model 
(confidential) 
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Appendix 9 Exploitation and exploration in the Ambidextrous Framework 
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